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Abstract
Software vulnerabilities are a well-known problem in current software projects.
The situation becomes even more complicated, due to the ever-increasing
complexity of the interconnections between both commercial and free open-
source software (FOSS) projects. In this dissertation, we are aiming to fa-
cilitate the security assessment process in an industrial context.
We start from the level of the own code of an individual software project,
for which we propose a differential benchmarking approach for automatic
assessment of static analysis security testing tools. We have demonstrated
this approach, using 70 revisions of four major versions of Apache Tomcat
with 62 distinct vulnerability fixes as a ground-truth set to test 7 tools.
Since modern software projects often import functionality via software de-
pendencies, that can also introduce vulnerabilities into the dependent project,
we propose a methodology for counting actually vulnerable dependencies. We
have evaluated the methodology on the set of 200 most used industry-relevant
FOSS libraries, that resulted in 10905 distinct library instances when con-
sidering all the library versions.
Finally, we have investigated the situation on the level of the FOSS
ecosystem. Here we have studied decision-making strategies of developers
for selecting and updating dependencies, as well as the influence of security
concerns on the developers’ decisions from quantitative and qualitative per-
spectives. For the qualitative study we have run 15 semi-structured interviews
with software developers from 15 companies located in 7 countries.
Keywords
Software Vulnerabilities, Benchmarking, Dependency Management, FOSS
Ecosystem, Empirical Study
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The inclusion of free open-source software (FOSS) components in commercial products is
a consolidated practice in the software industry: as much as 80% of the code of the aver-
age commercial product comes from FOSS [81]. By incorporating community-developed
functionalities, software vendors reduce dramatically development and maintenance costs
and can concentrate their investments on differentiating capabilities.
Unfortunately, the software industry is facing the difficult challenge of reconciling
the cost saving opportunity represented by the availability of mature, high-quality FOSS
components [65, 75, 81], with the need of maintaining a secure software supply chain and
an effective vulnerability management process. Security flaws expose systems to attacks
that may have a significant cost for the affected companies and, more generally, for our
society (around 4 million dollars on average per incident, up ' 30% from 2013, according
to a report published in 2016 [83]). An analysis of more than 1000 applications performed
by BlackDuck showed that 96% of the commercial solutions considered depended on FOSS
components, and more than 60% of them included versions that were publicly known to
be vulnerable and for which a more recent, non-vulnerable version existed [81].
As information security is a complete process, in this dissertation we consider various
levels of granularity of interdependence of software projects. First, we look at a software
project as a separately shipped unit, i.e., not connected with other projects. Then we
make a step aside and consider relations of a software project with other FOSS projects.
More specifically, we consider the bugs and security vulnerabilities that may be introduced
into a software project while importing already implemented functionality distributed via
separately packaged software libraries. Finally, we refer to a general interdependence
between FOSS software projects and consider them as an interconnected ecosystem. In
the next section we specify the problems addressed within this dissertation to facilitate
1
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the security assessment process of software projects at each level of granularity.
1.1 The Problem
To automate vulnerability identification in the own code of software projects, develop-
ment teams may use static analysis security testing (SAST) tools. However, such tools
are known to demonstrate different efficiency depending on the usage scenario [6], and
therefore, have to be evaluated on their ability to identify vulnerabilities specific to a
particular software project. This leads us to the following problem:
Problem 1: Static analysis security testing tools may be evaluated using synthetic micro
benchmarks and benchmarks based on real-world software. However, the existing SAST
tool benchmarks have the limitations, like the lack of vulnerability realism or uncertain
ground truth. Hence, the state-of-the-art benchmarking approaches do not provide the
way to automatically select the best static analysis tool, that caters to industrial needs.
Nowadays software projects often import some functionality from other libraries by
including those libraries into their projects as software dependencies [81]. Since secu-
rity vulnerabilities may be also introduced by the third-party components of a software
project [36,49], we identify the second research problem as follows:
Problem 2: Past dependency studies did not consider several key distinctions between
(i) development-only and deployed dependencies (the former are not part of the final,
running software system), (ii) outdated and “dead” libraries (the transitive dependencies
of the latter would never be updated), (iii) dependencies under and out of direct control
of the developer (as the latter require complicated and costly mitigation strategies), (iv)
information obtained from natural-language advisories (e.g., Common Vulnerabilities and
Exposures1) and information extracted from code analysis (the former might contain
over-approximation errors). All these aspects expose automatic dependency analysis to
misleading over-inflated results, that reduce the value of the analysis reports. Hence,
there exists a need of reporting only the dependencies affected by security vulnerabilities,
relevant to the analysed project.
Thanks to the modern development strategies and tools that facilitate dependency
management, current software projects are highly interconnected. I.e., they do not evolve
stand-alone, but rather consider the requirements of their users (e.g., dependent projects)
and the development way of their dependencies. Hence, we may talk about both commer-
1https://cve.mitre.org/
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cial and FOSS projects as an ecosystem, which we have been also interested to study from
both quantitative and qualitative points of view. More specifically, we have identified the
following problems of the FOSS ecosystem:
Problem 3 (quantitative point of view): Both commercial and FOSS projects may
introduce technical debt by adopting software dependencies whose improper maintenance
may result in serious security incidents, like the Equifax data breach, where over 100’000
credit card records were leaked due to the vulnerability introduced into the project by an
outdated software dependency2. From this perspective, the FOSS ecosystem acts similar
to financial markets, where widespread and high values of leverages led to a financial
crisis. However, it is not known if current financial models can be applied to the FOSS
ecosystem to predict the risk of technical bankruptcy or to calculate the thresholds for soft-
ware developers to work on new functionality for their libraries, to reduce their technical
debt, or to quit the maintenance.
Problem 4 (qualitative point of view): Current empirical studies provide very little
insights on the developers’ perception of FOSS dependencies: they either report some de-
velopers’ feedback as a support to the proposed metrics [19,49] or focus the data collection
within one software development company [9,80]. Hence, they do not provide any evidence
on how developers currently address the issues introduced by software dependencies.
1.2 Contributions
Considering the problems listed above, this dissertation has the following contributions:
A differential approach for automatic comparison of static analysis security testing
tools on the basis of historical vulnerability fixes in real-world software projects. To
test our approach, we used 7 state of the art SAST tools against 70 revisions of four
major versions of Apache Tomcat spanning 62 distinct Common Vulnerabilities and
Exposures (CVE) fixes and vulnerable files totalling over 100K lines of code as the
source of ground truth vulnerabilities.
Amethodology for extracting and counting vulnerable dependencies in software projects.
The methodology takes into account the industrial usage of third-party components,
and therefore, caters to the needs of actual software developers. To understand the
industrial impact of a more precise methodology, we considered the 200 most pop-
ular FOSS Java libraries used by SAP in its own software. Our analysis included
2https://blogs.apache.org/foundation/entry/media-alert-the-apache-software
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10905 distinct GAVs (group, artifact, version) in Maven when considering all the
library versions.
A quantitative study of the levels of technical debt and leverage in the FOSS ecosys-
tem. The analysis presented in the study suggests the possibility of modelling and
predicting the technical bankruptcy risks in the FOSS ecosystem. For the study
we have used the set of 10905 library versions of the most popular Java libraries
from the set of libraries that we considered for the validation of the methodology
for counting actually vulnerable dependencies.
A qualitative study of the developers’ perception of software dependencies. We have
run 15 semi-structured interviews with software developers coming from 15 compa-
nies located in 7 different countries to understand whether our qualitative findings
correspond to the day-by-day management of dependencies in industrial context.
Part of the work was performed in collaboration with an industrial partner - SAP.
However, this thesis represents the research carried out by the author and does not nec-
essarily represent the official position or research interests of SAP.
1.3 Thesis Structure
This thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 provides an overview on the state-of-the-art approaches for benchmarking
static analysis security testing tools, counting vulnerable dependencies, and modelling the
FOSS ecosystem. Additionally, the chapter presents the studies that report developers’
information needs. This chapter is partially published as the related works, background,
and motivation sections of the research papers.
Chapter 3 presents the Delta-Bench, a differential benchmark for comparing static
analysis security testing tools (Fortify SCA, Coverity, SonarQube, etc.), using historical
fixes in real-world software as a ground-truth vulnerability source. This chapter was
partially published in the following papers:
[77] Ivan Pashchenko, Stanislav Dashevskyi, and Fabio Massacci. "Delta-bench: dif-
ferential benchmark for static analysis security testing tools." In Proceedings of the
11th ACM/IEEE International Symposium on Empirical Software Engineering and
Measurement, pp. 163-168, 2017.
[76] Ivan Pashchenko. "FOSS version differentiation as a benchmark for static analysis
4
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security testing tools." In Proceedings of the 2017 11th Joint Meeting on Foundations
of Software Engineering, pp. 1056-1058. ACM, 2017.
Chapter 4 describes the methodology for counting actually vulnerable dependencies,
that addresses the over-inflation problem of academic and industrial approaches for re-
porting vulnerable dependencies in FOSS software, and therefore, caters to the needs of
industrial practice for correct allocation of development and audit resources. The chapter
is partially published in:
[78] Ivan Pashchenko, Henrik Plate, Serena Elisa Ponta, Antonino Sabetta, and Fabio
Massacci. "Vulnerable open source dependencies: counting those that matter." In
Proceedings of the 12th ACM/IEEE International Symposium on Empirical Software
Engineering and Measurement, p. 42. ACM, 2018.
The full version of Chapter 4 was submitted to:
Fabio Massacci, Ivan Pashchenko, Henrik Plate, Serena Elisa Ponta, Antonino Sabetta.
"Vuln4Real: A Methodology For Counting Actually Vulnerable Dependencies." Sub-
mitted to ACM Transaction on Software Engineering.
Chapter 5 presents the levels of technical debt and leverage in the FOSS ecosystem and
provides a preliminary evidence of a possibility of applying financial models to the ecosys-
tem of FOSS projects to estimate the risks of technical bankruptcy (the situation, when
developers of FOSS projects abandon maintenance of their projects, since they do not see
any added value), and therefore, avoid (or at least minimize) negative consequences.
Fabio Massacci and Ivan Pashchenko. “Technical Debt and the Risk of Leverage in
the Open Source Software Ecosystem.” Working paper. To be submitted to journal.
Chapter 6 reports the results of the empirical study done with the aim to validate
the actual usefulness of the proposed approaches and underlined problems in the previous
chapters of this thesis. The study is based on the semi-structured interviews with profes-
sional software developers on their perception of software dependencies. The chapter is
planned to be submitted to:
Ivan Pashchenko, Ly Vu Duc, and Fabio Massacci. “FOSS Dependencies: A Qualita-
tive Study on Developers’ Perseption.” Working paper. To be submitted to journal.
Finally, Chapter 7 reflects on the main contributions of this work, and provides dis-
cussion on the future work.
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Chapter 2
State of the Art
In this chapter we provide an overview of how state-of-the-art studies approach the prob-
lems addressed in this dissertation. In section 2.1 we describe the existing ways of bench-
marking SAST tools. Then in section 2.2 we provide the overview of the approaches for
counting vulnerable dependencies. Finally, in sections 2.3 and 2.4 we present the current
studies of the FOSS ecosystem from the quantitative and qualitative perspectives.
2.1 Own Code: Existing SAST tool benchmarks
The current approach for comparing performance of static analysis security testing tools
(SAST) is to run a tool on a code fragment with a known bug or security vulnerability
and evaluate the tool on its ability to identify the presence of the error, i.e., true positive
(TP) / false negative (FN) evaluation. Similarly, the static analyser can be run on a fixed
code fragment to evaluate its ability to avoid generation of alerts on a safe fragment of
code, i.e., false positive (FP) / true negative (TN) evaluation.
Both TP/FN and FP/TN evaluations are quite straightforward in case there exists
a set of safe (or fixed) and vulnerable code fragments, where the exact lines of code
introducing the vulnerability are identified: a tool should produce some alerts pointing to
the vulnerable lines of code and do not produce any alerts for the safe code fragment.
Unfortunately, creation of a database for evaluation of SAST tools often requires sig-
nificant manual efforts (i.e., it took over 8 years and 5 large-scale public events for security
researchers and software developers to create Software Assurance Reference Dataset1). On
the other hand, various SAST tools may have different outputs [1]: one tool may report
actual lines of code, while another tool may indicate the presence of a problematic data
1https://samate.nist.gov/SARD/
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Table 2.1: Comparison of features of the existing benchmarks
“3” means, that a benchmark provides a certain feature, while “na” shows that a certain feature is not
applicable for it. We use a specific scale to distinguish TP/FN and FP/TN component size features: “+”
means, that the size of an average component is smaller than 100 lines of code, “++” stands for average
component sizes in a range from 100 to 1000 lines of code (possibly spread through several files), and
“+++” shows that test case may include large files containing more than 1000 lines of code.
[73] [28] [100] [55] [47] [1] [41] [94] [6] [50] [27] [79] Ours
Automatic testcase gen-
eration
3 3 3 3
Signature/ pattern inde-
pendence
na na na na na na na na na 3
Evaluation methodology 3 3 3 3 3
Automatic TP/FN clas-
sification
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Automatic FP/TN clas-
sification
3 na na na na na 3 na 3
TP/FN component size ++ +++ + +++ + + + + ++ +++ ++ ++ +++
FP/TN component size ++ +++ No
TN
+++ No
TN
No
TN
No
TN
No
TN
++ +++ na ++ +++
flow, and therefore, point to the lines of code where it starts (source) or finishes (sink).
Hence, automatic comparison of tool alerts and identification of whether they are related
to the actually vulnerable lines of code are not trivial.
To summarize, a thorough SAST tool evaluation requires the following:
• a large and reliable set of both buggy/vulnerable and fixed/safe code fragments;
• a benchmarking approach to distinguish the performance of the evaluated SAST
tools.
Table 2.1 presents the comparison of features of the existing benchmarks. We do
not find any benchmark, that works without a signature or a pattern of a vulnerability.
Hence, the existing benchmarks are quite specific and require manual work to be extended
for other vulnerability types. Moreover, we observe, that only few existing benchmarks
support automatic testcase generation, which implies significant manual efforts in case
one decides to extend a benchmark or adapt it for a specific use case. Majority of existing
benchmarks (8 out of 12) consists of separated testcases and do not provide any method-
ology for evaluating SAST tools. Although 7 out of 12 benchmarks support automatic
TP/TN classification of findings, only 2 of them provide a way to automatically perform
FP/TN classification. The last feature is very important for the industrial usage of SAST
tools, since they are well known to generate false positive alerts [86].
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2.1.1 Collections of synthetic test cases
A large part of existing benchmarks for software analysis tools is based on “synthetic”
software. For instance, Wilander and Kamkar [100] prepared a micro benchmark consist-
ing from just one C file, containing 23 insecure and 21 safe API calls. Kratkiewicz [47]
presented a synthetic set of 291 files, each representing a different buffer overflow vulner-
ability case in C programs. Shiraishi et al. [94] proposed a set of 1276 test suites, which
cover 51 defect types in C programs.
In 2008 NIST initiated the Software Assurance Metrics And Tool Evaluation (SA-
MATE) project dedicated to improving software assurance by developing methods for
enabling software analysis tool evaluation, measuring the effectiveness of tools and tech-
niques, and identifying gaps in the existing tools and methods. The first large-scale public
event named Static Analysis Tool Exposition (SATE), aiming to accumulate test data,
was also conducted in 2008. From 2008 to 2016 there were five different stages of the
event [10,70–73]. One of the main outcomes of this project is the creation of the Software
Assurance Reference Dataset (SARD), which contains more than 180k test cases from 3
Stand-alone suites, 38 test suites, and 18 applications for SAST tool comparison.
Another initiative for creating a large-scale collection of test suites for SAST tool
benchmarking was done by NSA Center for Assurance Software (CAS). This resulted in
the Juliet [1] test suite, which contains more than 86k buildable test cases, each containing
only one malicious flaw.
While such artificial test suits allow us to clearly distinguish the vulnerable code and
increase the maintainability of a benchmark, such test cases do not represent the complex-
ity of real-world software, which may significantly change the results of the evaluation.
2.1.2 Databases of real-world bugs
Extraction of real-world bugs requires development expertise for locating and fixing them,
and therefore, the very first benchmarks were presented by large software companies. For
example, Hutchins et al. [38] presented the benchmark suite developed by Siemens. It
consists of 7 small programs written in C. However, the bugs in the benchmark were
introduced manually by the authors. In contrast, Emanuelsson and Nilsson [28] used
the real historical security vulnerabilities in the Erickson software to benchmark static
analysis tools. However, they did not make the benchmark available.
The software-artifact infrastructure repository (SIR) [26] is one of the early attempts
to provide an open database of realistic bugs. It consists of 81 test cases, written in Java,
C, C++, and C#. However, most of the defects in SIR are hand-seeded or obtained from
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mutation, and therefore, SIR may not be fully considered as a database of real bugs. The
iBugs [22] and Defects4J [42] are the databases of real bugs for Java programs. iBugs
contains 223 bugs with an exposing test case, while Defects4J provides 357 real bugs for 5
large real-world programs. While these databases allow benchmarking of software analysis
tools on the real bugs, they contain a limited number of bug types. In particular, they
do not focus on security, and therefore, cannot be used for assessing SAST tools.
An academic initiative to develop 8 Java web applications, that intentionally con-
tain security vulnerabilities resulted in Stanford SecuriBench [55] benchmark, that covers
SQL-injection, XSS, Path traversal, and HTTP splitting vulnerability types. Kupsch and
Miller [50] performed manual analysis of the large FOSS project Condor, and identified
15 vulnerabilities. Then they used these vulnerabilities to evaluate two commercial static
analysis tools. Reis and Abreu [88] mined 248 FOSS projects stored in Github to build a
database of vulnerability. However, creation and maintenance of such collections of test
cases is expensive, since it requires significant manual effort of software developers and se-
curity researchers. Moreover, such test suite often provides only a set of code fragments to
be used for SAST analysis and do not facilitate tool evaluation, hence separate approaches
are required to use the proposed benchmarks (i.e., [99] for the Juliet test suite).
2.1.3 Existing benchmarking approaches
There exist several studies that survey various features of SAST tools. For example, Li
and Cui [54] provided a technical description of seven open source tools. The authors
shared their experience with three of them in terms of false positive and false negative
rates, after applying these tools against their own test code. Emanuelsson and Nils-
son [28] described four commercial tools (CodePro, Coverity, FlexeLint, and Klockwork),
providing case studies on their evaluation at the Ericsson company. Shiraishi et al. [94]
performed an evaluation of 3 SAST tools, using generally used metrics detection rate and
false positive rate, as well as productivity and cost efficiency of used tools. Oyetoyan et
al. [74] performed evaluation of 5 open source tools (FindBugs, FindSecBugs, SonarQube,
JLint, and Lapse+) and a “mainstream commercial tool”, using SARD as a set of testcases
to run the SAST tools. The authors used the following metrics to report the tool per-
formance: #True Positives (TP), #False Positives (FP), #Discriminations, #Incidental
flaws, Precision, Recall, and Discrimination rate.
Johns and Jodeit [41] introduced a common methodology for systematic evaluation
of SAST tools using a benchmark composed of small programs that contain artificially
injected vulnerabilities. The methodology references such characteristics as quality of
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the analysis, precision and scalability of the tools, set of known vulnerability types, and
usability of the tools.
Antunes and Vieira [6] proposed an approach for assessing vulnerability testing tools by
their performance on web services. They constructed VDBenchWS-pd and PTBenchWS-
ud benchmarks and evaluated 8 static analysis and penetration testing tools.
Such comparisons provide valuable insights for researchers and security practitioners.
Unfortunately, they cannot be easily generalized to a large population of SAST tools and
source code bases, hence, it may be difficult to use them for tool selection in practice.
2.1.4 Automatic generation of benchmarks
A possible way to adapt real-world software for benchmarking purposes is to modify the
original source code of an application to increase the potential coverage of SAST tools.
Examples are mutation [40] and metamorphic [15] testing. Although such techniques may
expand the applicability of static analysis tools to real-world software, they do not help
automatic warning classification and do not solve a problem on how to compare outputs
of different SAST tools [1].
Authors [79] propose EvilCoder, an approach for introducing software vulnerabilities
by detecting and removing security mechanisms in real programs.
The solution proposed by Dolan-Gavitt et al. [27] (LAVA) suggests an artificial injec-
tion of vulnerabilities into the source code of real applications. Although this technique
allows benchmarks to be created automatically, it does not allow false positive evaluation
of SAST tools [27, §VIII]. The current implementation of LAVA is limited only to one
vulnerability type (buffer overflow), and some vulnerability types cannot be injected using
LAVA approach (e.g., logic errors, crypto flaws, and side-channel vulnerabilities).
2.2 Project Level: Counting Vulnerable Dependencies
Table 2.2 compares the existing approaches for analyzing software dependencies according
to the considered aspects.
2.2.1 Accounting for Deployment
Kula et al. [49] studied whether developers update dependencies of their projects. They
report 81,5% of the studied projects to have outdated dependencies, and 69% of the project
2As we reuse the vulnerability matching procedure introduced by Ponta et al. [84].
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Table 2.2: Aspects considered in the related works
Rel work Only deployed Includes transitive Vuln mapping Dep groups Dead deps
[101] 3 Name-based
[36] 3 Name-based
[51] 3 3 Manual
[19]
Name-based
+ manual
[102] 3
[49] Manual
[45]
3(no re-
solution)
Ours 3 3 Code-based2 3 3
owners to be unaware of vulnerable dependencies in their projects. Although the authors
provide a thorough insight into developers’ motivation, the reported developers’ quotes
reveal that the paper actually included development-only dependencies in its study:
“. . . In this case, it’s a test dependency, so the vulnerability doesn’t really
apply . . . ”
“. . . It’s only a test scoped dependency which means that it’s not a transitive
dependency for users of XXX so there is no harm done”
As a result vulnerable dependency count presented in [49] may have been over-inflated
(see the motivating example of Figures 4.3 and 4.4).
Several other works [14, 19, 36, 101] do not mention explicitly that they consider only
deployed dependencies. Hence, their results and conclusions may be affected by low-
priority non-exploitable vulnerabilities in development-only dependencies of the analysed
projects.
2.2.2 Accounting for Transitivities
Transitive dependencies are known to be the source of vulnerabilities in software projects.
For example, the first large scale study of JavaScript open source projects done by
Lauinger et al. [51] underlines the finding that transitive dependencies of a project are
more likely to be vulnerable, since developers (i) may not be aware about their existence
and (ii) they have less control on them.
Since analysis of transitive dependencies requires one to follow the dependency tree
construction and resolution procedures of a dependency management system, the analysis
12
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Table 2.3: Approaches for Identification of Vulnerable Dependencies
Name Approach Advantages Disadvantages
[57] name-based
matching
High performance Prone to FP and FN
[14]
[4]
semantic-web
name matching
High performance Prone to FP and FN (5% more than OWASP Depen-
dency Check)
[84]
Patch-base
matching
High precision Manual effort required to create vulnerability database
may be both implementation-wise complicated and computation intense. This might be
a reason for several recent studies [19,45,49,102] to not consider transitive dependencies.
For example, Wittern et al. [102] in their study of the npm ecosystem did not follow
the dependency tree construction algorithm and instead only considered the (direct) de-
pendencies specified in the package.json files. Similarly, both Kula et al. [49] and Cox et
al. [19] extracted dependencies from project configuration pom.xml files in their studies
of the Maven ecosystem. This means that the studies reported results only for direct de-
pendencies and did not apply resolution procedure of the analysed dependency managers.
Kikas et al. [45] in their study of the dependency network structure and evolution of
the JavaScript, Ruby, and Rust ecosystems considered both direct and transitive depen-
dencies. However, the authors did not resolve versions for transitive dependencies, since
the implementation of the resolution procedure of the dependency management systems
required too many resources for their study.
2.2.3 Vulnerability Matching Approaches
Table 2.3 presents the approaches that are currently used to identify whether a certain
library is affected by a security vulnerability.
The main source of vulnerabilities in software components is the National Vulnerability
Database (NVD3) that uses the Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) standard for
enumerating the affected components. The NVD represents the most complete, public
source of vulnerabilities4 albeit it does not cover all OSS projects with the same accuracy.
3https://nvd.nist.gov/
4Other sources of vulnerabilities are software-specific advisories and bug tracking systems which are
used to report and solve security issues. Some of them might be product or vendor specific, e.g. MSFA
for Mozilla’s Firefox browser.
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Moreover, CPE names, used to denote the affected software, use a different granularity
and convention than software package repository coordinates.
False negatives easily result from the fact that the NVD is not complete and whenever
the assigned CPEs are not listing all required softwares (e.g., in some cases the NVD
assigns vulnerabilities to products rather than the responsible libraries). For example, a
vulnerability only affecting the poi-ooxml artifact within the Apache Poi project, would
be assigned to the entire project in the NVD, thereby resulting in false positives when-
ever an application only uses ‘Poi’ artifacts other than poi-ooxml. This might be further
exacerbated since the NVD might use an over-approximation rule ’X and all previous ver-
sions’ for marking vulnerable versions (See, for example, [68,69] for the study of browser
vulnerabilities and the large presence of false positives).
OWASP Dependency Check5 is a tool, that provides the functionality to automatically
extract a list of project dependencies and check if this list contains any libraries with
known security vulnerabilities. The tool allows automatic matching of a library with
an associated CVE by comparing the name of a library with a CPE version indicated
in the description of a vulnerability (CVE) in NVD. Although such approach has high
performance, it fully relies on the information present in the NVD.
Cadariu et al. [14] enhanced the OWASP Dependency Check tool to create a Vul-
nerability Alert Service (VAS) to provide the information about vulnerable dependencies
used by clients of the Software Improvement Group (SIG). However, the authors discov-
ered that the matching mechanism based on comparing library names with CPEs yields
many false positives. Moreover, at the time of publication of [14] VAS was capable only
to provide information regarding direct dependencies, while vulnerabilities may be also
introduced via transitive dependencies [36].
Alqahtani et al. [4] used a semantic-web approach for mapping CVE descriptions from
NVD database to the corresponding Maven identifiers. However, the precision of the
approach is 5% lower when compared to OWASP Dependency Check (and consequently
to VAS). Hence, the results reported in [4] may inaccurately estimate the number of
vulnerable dependencies in the FOSS projects being affected by both FP and FN.
We rely on the works from Plate et al. [82] and Ponta et al. [84], who propose a precise
approach to use the patch-based mapping of vulnerabilities onto the affected components
(see Section 4.4).
5https://www.owasp.org/index.php/OWASP_Dependency_Check
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2.2.4 Accounting for Own Dependencies
To the best of our knowledge, current dependency studies do not consider the fact that
certain software libraries belong to the same project that uses them.
Although the concept seems intuitively simple, failure to distinguish own and third-
party dependencies may incorrectly present as an insecure ecosystem with several vul-
nerable dependencies (a “dependency hell” [64]) what in reality is just a project that
has broken its components into several libraries. An update of one of those dependen-
cies would automatically bring the new versions of all other dependencies from the same
project. Hence, some transitive dependencies may actually be controlled directly from
the project under analysis (only by changing versions of direct dependencies).
2.2.5 Maintenance of Software Libraries
If an outdated direct dependency is affected by a known vulnerability, the simplest solution
to mitigate this vulnerability is to update the dependent library to use the fixed version
of the dependency [87]. However, this becomes impossible, if an OSS library becomes
dead [49]:
“. . . our project has been inactive and production has been halted for indefinite
time”
Automatic detection of the point in time, where a particular project becomes dead
may be tricky. The recent work by Coelho et al. [18] presented a machine learning based
approach that uses standard metrics (number of commits, pull requests, contributors, etc.)
extracted from Github to classify, whether maintenance of a particular project becomes
dead. However, such features are particular to Github and may not be available for the
libraries stored in other places.
Other academic approaches rely on the time of the latest commit in a certain software
project. For example, Khondhu et al. [44] in their study of SourceForge projects define
a project to become dormant if the latest commit occurred more than one year ago.
The same time threshold is used by Mens et al. [63], Izquierdo et al. [39], and Coelho et
al. [17]. However, the one-year threshold used by the above mentioned studies is arbitrary.
Moreover, various software projects have different development strategies, and therefore,
should have different intervals between commits and releases. Hence, the time threshold
to count project as dead should vary depending on a project development strategy.
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2.3 FOSS Ecosystem: Quantitative studies
Several technical studies [19,36,49,51,78] showed that FOSS dependencies, although being
widely used by both commercial and FOSS projects, are not often maintained properly:
a large share of projects (up to 81%) have outdated dependencies. Several of them (69%)
are not aware that some of those dependencies introduce serious bugs and security vul-
nerabilities [49]. As Allman [3] drew parallels between technical and monetary debts, one
may relate dependencies in FOSS to the well-studied financial leverage instruments whose
excessive use might cause a financial crisis. However, we do not find a study that would
try to model the situation in a FOSS ecosystem in this perspective.
Manikas and Hansen [60] presented a systematic literature review of 90 papers on the
studies regarding software ecosystems. Although the number of software ecosystem re-
search papers is increasing, the majority of studies are report papers. Hence, the authors
reported the lack of analytic studies of software ecosystems. This statement is supported
by another extensive literature review of 213 papers on software ecosystems [58]. Similar
results are found by Manikas [59] in a more recent literature review of 56 empirical stud-
ies spanning over 55 software ecosystems: there exists a lack of deeper investigation of
technical and collaborative aspects.
Boucharas et al. [12] proposed a standards-setting approach to software product and
software supply network modelling. Although this allows developers to anticipate upcom-
ing changes in the software ecosystems, the approach aims at development within one
company, and therefore, does not suit the purpose of modelling FOSS infrastructure.
Bonaccorsi and Rossi [11] proposed a simple model that helps software developers to
decide on whether to include FOSS components into their projects based on the value of
the component. However, the proposed model does not consider the actual value of FOSS
libraries, but rather count the value of receiving additional support from the developers
of an FOSS community.
2.4 FOSS Ecosystem: Qualitative Studies
Several studies describe information needs of software developers. Such research studies
aimed at finding the needs of industrial practitioners, and are, therefore, very important
for academic researchers. I.e., they allow them to identify practical problems and focus
research activities on solving them.
One of the first studies in this area was done by Sillito and Murphy [95]. The authors
reported the results of their field study on the information, that developers need to change
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source code of their project. Ko and DeLine [46] used a speak aloud protocol. I.e., the
authors collected information from developers’ communications, while they were working
on real tasks. In this way the study found 21 information needs of software developers.
However, both studies focused on developers working on the code of their own projects
and did not include the concept of a software project in an ecosystem of other projects.
Phillips et al. [80] performed an interview study at a large software development com-
pany to identify information needs that support integration decision-making in parallel
development. The authors report awareness of software developers about software de-
pendencies, and their impact on the software integration process. However, the study
included only 7 developers from one company and was not focused on software dependen-
cies, and therefore, provides only initial incites on the topic of developers perception of
software dependencies.
Begel et al. [9] reported results of a survey done with Microsoft engineers on inter-
team coordination. Similarly, Haenni et al. [33] made a survey of software developers
in the OSS ecosystem to identify their information needs with respect to their upstream
and downstream projects. The authors underlined the finding, that due to a lack of
specialized tools, developers use non-specific ways to find such information. Although
the studies report the need of software developers to have specialized tools that provide
them with the information regarding inter-project collaboration, they do not provide any
insights on the kind of information needed by developers in terms of fixing bugs and
software vulnerabilities introduced by software dependencies.
Cox et al. [19] conducted 5 interviews with software developers to validate the pro-
posed metric of dependency freshness. Although the study provides some insights on the
developers’ opinions regarding software updates, the number of interviews is too small to
be generalized for all software developers.
Kula et al. [49] is the only study we are aware of, that reports the developer opinions
regarding security vulnerabilities in the dependencies of their projects. However, the au-
thors did not do an empirical study, but rather reported several interesting citations from
the developer feedback on the reports regarding the existence of vulnerable dependencies
in their projects.
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Chapter 3
Delta-Bench: Differential Benchmark
for Static Analysis Security Testing
Tools
In this chapter we aim to address the limitations of the existing SAST tool benchmarks:
lack of vulnerability realism, uncertain ground truth, and large amount of alerts not
related to analyzed vulnerability. For this purpose we propose Delta-Bench – a novel
approach for the automatic construction of benchmarks for SAST tools based on differ-
encing vulnerable and fixed versions in Free and Open Source (FOSS) repositories. To
test our approach, we used 7 state of the art SAST tools against 70 revisions of four major
versions of Apache Tomcat spanning 62 distinct Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures
(CVE) fixes and vulnerable files totalling over 100K lines of code as the source of ground
truth vulnerabilities. Delta-Bench allows SAST tools to be automatically evaluated on
the real-world historical vulnerabilities using only the alerts that a tool produced for the
analyzed vulnerability.
3.1 Introduction
Designing a benchmark with real-world software is a challenging task [1]. Therefore,
existing approaches either insert bugs artificially [21, 27], or use historical bugs from
software repositories [42]. Artificial bug injection is often difficult to verify (see [21, p.2]),
whilst historical vulnerabilities may represent only a subset of the ground truth.
Purely synthetic benchmarks [41] eliminate the above problems by isolating vulnera-
bilities into atomic tests that represent small applications, so that each of them contains
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only the code relevant to a vulnerability to be tested or a deliberately inserted FP, and
some other closely related code which may be required for the vulnerable code to compile.
Still, for practical purposes one would like to know how a tool scales when moving
from synthetic to real-world software. The biggest problem of using real-world software for
benchmarking is that the code usually contains several “issues” simultaneously. Hence,
the tool may produce many alarms not related to the vulnerability type for which we
would like to use the software as a benchmark (Background Noise). Some of those alerts
may be wrong but others may be “true” for other issues (see the discussion on the Juliet
test suite [1, p.2]).
Developers perceive these large amounts of alerts to be a “pain in the neck” that
goes along with the practical usage of static analysis security testing (SAST) tools [16].
Therefore, we aim to devise a methodology for benchmarking SAST tools that would
combine both benefits of synthetic benchmarks and real-world software and answer the
following research questions (RQ):
• RQ1: Can we “isolate” SAST tool alerts relevant to the ground truth vulnerability
of a particular testcase?
• RQ2: How do the SAST tool alerts generated due to code issues not relevant for the
ground truth vulnerability of a particular testcase affect the results of a benchmark?
3.2 Benchmark construction
Similarly to Livshits and Lam [56], and Delaitre et al. [25], we intend to use large FOSS
projects – these projects are well documented, their source code is publicly available, and
their software repositories contain many historical vulnerabilities. Therefore, they can be
used for identifying the ground truth – the expected correct output of a tool.
In a software repository we typically have available:
• Cfixed – the source code of a revision of a software project that was created to fix a
security vulnerability.
• Cvuln – the source code of the last vulnerable revision that precedes the Cfixed.
Figure 3.1 demonstrates a typical situation regarding the alerts of a SAST tool when
running it on Cvuln. Ideally, the tool output for Cvuln should contain only alerts related
to the vulnerability (TP area of the (a) square in Figure 3.1). A tool may not identify all
the code related to the vulnerability in Cvuln (FN area in the (a) square in Figure 3.1).
SAST tools tend to generate many false alerts [86], so the tool output may contain
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The tool output after analyzing a vulnerable version would likely contain many alerts not related to the
analyzed vulnerability
Figure 3.1: Directly running the tool on the vulnerable version
The alerts not related to the analyzed vulnerability should be also present in the tool output on a fixed
version. Hence, the alert subtraction may significantly decrease the amount of irrelevant alerts.
Figure 3.2: Considering different alerts on vulnerable and fixed versions
false positive alerts (FPS) related to the vulnerable set of files in the squared area (b)1.
In case of a specific synthetic benchmark there would be no other alerts, since a typical
synthetic test case is focused and compact (i.e., contains only one vulnerability).
Unfortunately, real-world software projects usually contain many “issues” distributed
between all the project files. Hence, a SAST tool would generate many more alerts (the
FPall area in the (c) square). The false alerts FPall may be distracting, and therefore,
unwanted by developers [16].
Some of the alerts may correspond to other flaws present in a project but unrelated
to the vulnerable code fragment of the benchmark test. As these alerts are likely to be
1We consider such alerts as false positives, since we concentrate only on one vulnerability at a time.
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present in the tool outputs for both Cvuln and Cfixed, we call them Background Noise. The
successful fix of a vulnerability implies that the source code does not contain the vulnerable
code anymore. Hence, the tool output on Cfixed should not contain alerts related to the
vulnerability and observed in Cvuln. We can then subtract common alerts and evaluate the
“actual” tool performance considering only the alerts relevant to the analyzed vulnerability
(i.e., Signal). Figure 3.2 shows the alert distribution in the vulnerable code base after
eliminating the alerts common for Cvuln and Cfixed.
The above intuition corresponds to our proposed process to generate a benchmark:
1. Determine the ground truth:
• Identify a project that provides sufficient information about security fixes, so
they can be identified in the source code (e.g., Common Vulnerabilities and
Exposures (CVE) entries in the Git logs).
• For each fixed vulnerability, identify a pair 〈Cvuln, Cfixed〉 – this information can
be obtained either from the repository commit logs, vulnerability databases,
or security notes.
• Extract the source code constructs (files, and lines of code) modified during a
fix (thus, likely vulnerable): we use the diff tool of a version control system.
2. Separate the Background Noise from the alerts related to the specific vulnerability
– Signal :
• Run a tool on a vulnerable version of the software Cvuln, and on the fixed
version Cfixed (the fix must be the only difference between the two versions);
• The Signal are the alerts differing between the tool outputs on Cvuln and Cfixed.
Metrics (TP, FP, etc.) are only calculated on the alerts related to Signal. As
Background Noise we consider the lines of code from the same files that were
reported for both Cvuln and Cfixed.
The next step in the process is to assess the tool alerts and classify them as true or
false positives.
Unfortunately, various tools may return different code lines for the same issue [1].
Moreover, a security fix may not touch the exact vulnerable line, but may modify a line
that is relevant to the vulnerable one and is located “closely” to it (i.e., within the same
method). An insertion of a sanitization mechanism for the user input may be an example
of such a fix. Hence, a direct comparison of the lines reported by a tool with the code
lines changed during a security fix would be misleading.
In this chapter we use files as a first approximation for alert classification: a TP is a file
that has been changed during the security fix and for which there exists an alert pointing
to that file. We extended our approach to work with methods, and plan to extend it to
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Algorithm 1: Differential tool assessment
input : A vulnerable revision Cvuln and a fixed revision Cfixed
output: Differential assessment of tool alerts on file-level
// identification of the ground truth
1 GTF ← {file|file ∈ diff(Cfixed, Cvuln)} // diff(C1, C2) is a diff tool of a version
control system
2 BackgroundNoise← ∅ ;
// Alerts(C) represents a tool output after running on C and returns a set of
< file, line >.
3 for each < file, lile >∈ Alerts(Cfixed) do
// Adjust(file, line, C1, C2) converts positions of lines in C1 into relative
positions in C2
4 line∗ ← Adjust(file, line, Cfixed, Cvuln);
5 if < file, line∗ >∈ Alerts(Cvuln) then
6 BackgroundNoise← BackgroundNoise∪
{< file, line∗ >};
7 end
8 end
9 Signal← Alerts(Cvuln)\BackgroundNoise;
// identification of a set of correct alerts
10 TP∆ ← ∅;
11 for each < file, line >∈ Signal do
12 if file ∈ GTF then
13 TP∆ ← TP∆ ∪ {file};
14 end
15 end
// classification of all the remaining alerts
16 FN∆ ← GTF\TP∆;
17 FP∆ ← Alerts(Cvuln)\GTF ;
18 TN∆ ← file(Cvuln)\(GTF ∪ TP∆);
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Table 3.1: Software projects used for evaluation in this paper
The table shows the characteristics of an average vulnerable version (Cvuln) extracted from both Scanstud
and Apache Tomcat: the total number of files in the revision, the number of vulnerable files, and the
Prevalence rate (the ratio of vulnerable files in the revision). For Scanstud each vulnerable revision
consists of one vulnerable file, while for Apache Tomcat an average revision may contain more than 1600
files with only 2-3 actually vulnerable files.
#Files #Vuln files Prevalence Rate
µ (± σ) µ (± σ) µ (± σ)
Scanstud 1 (± 0) 1.0 (± 0.0) 1.000 (± 0.000)
Tomcat 1626 (± 318) 2.5 (± 3.3) 0.001 (± 0.002)
hunks (sequences of lines common to two files, interspersed with groups of differing lines2)
and program slices.
Algorithm 1 shows how to filter Background Noise and classify the “clean” tool alerts.
Since a line of code in a vulnerable revision may have a different position in a fixed
revision, we have to convert the positions of the identified lines obtained after running
a tool on the fixed version, in order to make the set of code lines comparable (we used
lhdiff [7] for this purpose).
3.3 Data selection for evaluation
First, we select an appropriate synthetic benchmark, as well as a real-world software
project to compare their discriminative power, i.e., the difference in results when com-
paring the performance of various tools. To have a fair comparison, both the synthetic
benchmark and the project should be written in the same programming language (we
selected Java, which is the most popular programming language since 20043).
We used Scanstud by Johns and Jodeit [41] as a synthetic benchmark, since it contains
a large number of tests and provides both “vulnerable” and “fixed” versions of each test.
We used Apache Tomcat as a real-world application, since it is mainly written in Java,
and contains a large number of historical vulnerabilities that can be easily identified in its
source code repository. This project has more than 800 thousands of lines of code, more
than 15 thousands of commits and 30 unique contributors.
2https://www.gnu.org/software/diffutils/manual/html_node/Hunks.html
3According to the two indexes used by IEEE Spectrum (http://spectrum.ieee.org/) to assess popu-
larity of a programming language: (i) Tiobe index (http://www.tiobe.com/tiobe-index/), which com-
bines data about search queries from 25 most popular websites of Alexa; and (ii) PYPL index
(http://pypl.github.io/PYPL.html), which uses Google search queries.
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To demonstrate our approach we identified 38 vulnerable-fixed file pairs from Scanstud.
From Apache Tomcat we extracted 70 revisions with 62 distinct CVEs, which contain 178
vulnerable files out of the total amount of 113842 files. There are some common CVEs for
different versions of the project. A revision was selected if it was possible (i) to precisely
identify that the particular CVE was fixed, and (ii) to successfully build the project
version. Table 3.1 shows the averages and standard deviations of total number of files,
number of vulnerable files, and the prevalence rate in one experimental unit extracted from
both Apache Tomcat and Scanstud, and Table 3.3 lists the vulnerability types present in
both code bases.
To select SAST tools for benchmarking we considered the lists created by OWASP4
and SAMATE5. Out of these lists we selected the tools that (1) support Java, (2) are
specifically created for finding security vulnerabilities, and (3) can be easily automated.
From the commercial tools, we could obtain an academic license for Fortify SCA (Check-
marx asked for several thousands euros a year). Table 3.2 contains the list of the selected
SAST tools. All the tools were used in their default configuration. Due to the licensing
issues, we obfuscate the real names of the tools while presenting their results.
We could not use all the tools from Table 3.2 for evaluation. One tool generated
many issues both on Scanstud and Tomcat, but there were no security issues among
them. FindBugs identified 21 out of 38 issues on Scanstud, but was not able to spot any
vulnerabilities in Tomcat. This might happen because Tomcat contains many different
vulnerability types, not all supported by FindBugs. However, the most likely reason is
that Apache Tomcat developers actually used FindBugs (and also Coverity)6, hence they
may have already fixed the reported issues before committing code to the repository. We
assume that this also caused the absence of alerts from three other tools on Tomcat.
Moreover, two of them are unable to identify the vulnerability types present in Scanstud.
Instead, Tool A and Tool B use smart algorithms of data and control flow analysis
and are constantly updated, and therefore, they identified some vulnerabilities in both
Scanstud and Apache Tomcat. Hence, we will use them to demonstrate the evaluation of
our approach.
4OWASP Source Code Analysis Tools list: https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Source_Code_
Analysis_Tools
5SAMATE Source Code Security Analyzers list: https://samate.nist.gov/index.php/Source_
Code_Security_Analyzers.html
6FindBugs is integrated into Apache Tomcat build scripts. Also, Apache Tomcat is listed among the
projects that use Coverity Scan service (https://scan.coverity.com/projects/apache-tomcat).
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Table 3.2: The SAST tools tested for this research
SAST License Version Description
FindBugs Free 3.01 Supports any JVM language and can detect 113 dif-
ferent vulnerability types.
Fortify
SCA
Commercial 4.42 Supports 23 programming languages and detects over
700 vulnerabilities.
Jlint Free 3.1.2 Works only with Java language. It helps to find more
than 50 semantic and syntactic bugs.
OWASP
LAPSE+
Free 2.8.1 Works only with Java language. The tool can identify
12 vulnerability types.
OWASP
YASCA
Free 2.2 Supports 14 programming languages and aggregates
results from 11 static analysis tools.
PMD Free 5.5.1 Supports 20 programming languages and facilitates
finding more than 25 bug types.
SonarQubeFree 5.6 Supports 20 programming languages and covers
OWASP Top 10 vulnerability types.
3.4 RQ1: Can we isolate SAST tool alerts relevant to
the ground truth vulnerability in a real-world soft-
ware project?
Similarly to the Defects4J benchmark proposed by Just et al. [42], our benchmark con-
struction methodology depends on “what else” happens during vulnerability fixes. Vul-
nerability fixes must not contain other changes that are not relevant to the purpose of the
fix (e.g., refactorings or new features). Regular bug fixing may involve several files and
several little “polishing” touches in several parts of the code base [37, 43]. If this was the
case for security bugs, our ground truth could hardly be classified as such, as it would
include a large amount of irrelevant changes.
Several studies observed that for disciplined projects such as Google Chrome, Mozilla’s
Firefox [67], and Apache Commons [53] the majority of security fixes are rather “local”,
which allows us to assume that in many cases the vulnerable code consists of closely
related chunks located within a single file (or a handful of files).
To check if our assumption holds for Apache Tomcat, we performed a comparative
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The cumulative distribution function (CDF) for CVE fixes demonstrates that CVE fixes tend to be much
more local than all other fixes in terms of changed files. Also in terms of changed lines CVE fixes are
more local than all other fixes: CDF for changed lines during usual fixes is sharper than CDF for changed
lines during CVE fixes.
Figure 3.3: Comparing vulnerability fixes with non-security changes from the Apache
Tomcat source code repository
analysis of known security fixes versus other commits not related to vulnerabilities (Figure
3.3). The distributions of the numbers of changed files and lines of code suggest that non-
security changes are likely to be significantly larger (e.g., may spread to hundreds of files
and involve thousands of lines), while security fixes are rather “local” (mostly a couple of
files and less than 100 lines). Hence, it is not likely that security fixes from our
sample would contain irrelevant changes and we can isolate SAST tool alerts
relevant to the ground truth vulnerability in a real-world software project.
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3.5 RQ2: How do the SAST tool alerts generated due
to code issues not relevant for the ground truth vul-
nerability of a particular testcase affect the results
of a benchmark?
From the perspective of “finding a vulnerable file”, SAST tools are conceptually similar
to defect predictors [34]. They provide the likelihood of the presence of software defects
in a file (or a method) based on source code metrics (e.g., the size of the source code,
cyclomatic complexity, etc.), development history (code churn, number of contributors,
etc.), or other features. For example, Neuhaus et al. [66] used the information about past
vulnerabilities in software components of Mozilla Firefox to identify the components that
will likely cause vulnerabilities in the future; whereas, Shin et al. [93] assessed the defect
prediction capabilities of traditional source code metrics versus developer activity metrics.
Whilst defect predictors mostly use statistical methods for identifying the relationships
between the source code features and software defects, SAST tools use semantic-based
information, and should have better performance [98].
Obviously, Tool A and Tool B (the two tools from Table 3.2 selected for evaluation)
did not produce any Background Noise on Scanstud. Hence, we will report only one result
for Scanstud, while there will be two results for Apache Tomcat.
At first we assessed whether a tool is able to identify a particular type of a security
vulnerability. A tool succeeded, if there is at least one correct alert (i.e., at least one TP).
Table 3.3 reports SAST tool performances by vulnerability types extracted from Scanstud
and Apache Tomcat.
On Scanstud Tool B identified all 38 vulnerabilities, while Tool A found only 10 vul-
nerabilities (7 Cross-Site Scripting and 3 SQL injection). The analysis of SAST tool alerts
in Apache Tomcat by vulnerability types showed different results. According to the Di-
rect approach (running a tool on the vulnerable version) for alert classification, Tool A
was able to find almost all vulnerabilities, while Tool B missed some of them. However,
after removing the Background Noise the difference in tool performances changed sig-
nificantly: Tool A still identified the majority of the vulnerabilities, but Tool B spotted
only several of them. Some TP were made by chance, and they were filtered by Delta-
Bench (removing the Background Noise according to the Algorithm 1). The significant
change happened for Bypass, Cross-Site Scripting, Directory Traversal, and Information
Disclosure vulnerability types.
Table 3.4 shows the average results for each tool. There is a significant difference in
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Table 3.3: Relative Rankings by benchmark choice
The last column illustrates the relative performance of the two best tools in Table 3.2 first by running
them on the vulnerable version (Direct row) versus the relative performance captured by Delta-Bench by
removing the Background Noise according to the Algorithm 1 (Delta-Bench row).
Vuln type Total vulns Benchmark Tool A Tool B Ranking
Cross-Site
Scripting
35 Scanstud 7 35 A B
SQL
injection
3 Scanstud 3 3 A = B
Bypass 12
Direct 12 10 A ≥ B
Delta-Bench 12 1 A B
Cross-Site
Scripting
11
Direct 11 6 A > B
Delta-Bench 10 2 A B
Denial of
Service
15
Direct 15 11 A > B
Delta-Bench 13 8 A > B
Directory
Traversal
3
Direct 3 2 A ≥ B
Delta-Bench 3 0 A B
Exec code 2
Direct 2 2 A = B
Delta-Bench 2 0 A > B
Information
Disclosure
23
Direct 22 23 A ≤ B
Delta-Bench 22 13 A B
Session
Fixation
1
Direct 1 1 A = B
Delta-Bench 1 0 A ≥ B
Text
Injection
3
Direct 3 3 A = B
Delta-Bench 2 0 A ≥ B
the relative ranking of the tools. On Scanstud Tool B was able to spot all the vulnerable
files, while Tool A missed some of them. Hence, Tool B performs better in terms of both
TP and FN. By design, synthetic benchmarks have no non-vulnerable files in Cvuln, hence
the “n/a” for FP in Table 3.4 for Scanstud.
According to the Direct approach on Tomcat, Tool A produced more TP , less FN
and FP comparing to Tool B, which shows that Tool A performs better. Delta-Bench in-
creased the difference between the two tools, and therefore, made it possible to distinguish
the two tools better. However, there is an inversion in the amount of FP : Tool B shows
more FP according to the Direct approach, and Tool A shows more FP according to the
Delta-Bench. This happens due to the fact, that Tool B produced much more warnings
(i.e., Background Noise) than Tool A. Therefore, when we subtracted this Background
Noise from the tool alerts, this eliminated the majority of FP produced by Tool B.
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Table 3.4: Averages of file-level alerts
There is a difference between tool performances on Scanstud and real-world benchmarks: Tool B shows
better results on Scanstud, but on real-world software Tool A performs better. Delta-Bench allows us to
see this difference even better: the distance between means of tool metrics becomes bigger. In some cases
there even occurs inversions, i.e., Tool B produces more false positives when executed on the vulnerable
version (Direct row), while after subtracting BackgroundNoise Tool A starts to produce more False
alarms (Delta-Bench row).
Metric Benchmark
Mean of # Files
Ranking
Tool A Tool B
TP
Scanstud 0.3 1.0 A < B
Direct 2.2 1.7 A > B
Delta-Bench 1.8 1.2 A > B
FN
Scanstud 0.7 0.0 A > B
Direct 0.4 0.9 A < B
Delta-Bench 0.7 1.4 A < B
FP
Scanstud n/a n/a One file
Direct 554.0 677.0 A < B
Delta-Bench 402.0 254.0 A > B
Signal
Scanstud 0.3 1.0 A < B
Delta-Bench 403.0 252.0 A > B
Background
Noise
Scanstud 0.0 0.0 A = B
Delta-Bench 152.0 426.0 A < B
Table 3.5: Averages of Precision, Recall and Negative Precision on file-level
Running tools on different types of benchmarks showed different performances in terms of Precision,
Recall, and Negative Precision. Noise removal allows a better discrimination between tools, since the
distance between metrics becomes more pronounced.
Metric Benchmark Tool A Tool B Result
Precision
Scanstud 0.3 1.0 A < B
Direct 0.0039 0.0025 A > B
Delta-Bench 0.0065 0.0044 A > B
Recall
Scanstud 0.3 1.0 A < B
Direct 0.9 0.7 A > B
Delta-Bench 0.7 0.4 A > B
Negative
Precision
Scanstud n/a n/a No TN
Direct 0.9998 0.9995 A > B
Delta-Bench 0.9995 0.9991 A > B
Table 3.5 shows the averages of Precision, Recall, and Negative Precision7 for Tool
7Negative Precision demonstrates the ability of a tool to distinguish negative examples (i.e., testcases
or parts of the code not related to the specified vulnerability) and is calculated in the same way as
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A and Tool B. As it was mentioned for the average tool alerts (Table 3.4), the tools
perform differently when executed on synthetic and real-world software. This is also
visible for Precision and Recall. By design, there were only vulnerable files for Cvuln in
Scanstud, and therefore, we cannot report any results for Negative Precision. Similarly
to the observations on the average tool alerts, Delta-Bench allows tools to be better
differentiated than the Direct approach.
Shaha et al. [89] in their study of bug reports showed that low-severity bugs can be
very important (e.g., due to classification errors), therefore for our analysis we considered
all warnings regardless of their severity, as we believe they can be also a subject to similar
classification errors.
We also selected only the alerts with the top two severity levels. Both tools produced
a negligible amount of TP, when limited to high severity alerts. As it was mentioned
in section 3.3, Tomcat developers used other SAST tools, and therefore, they may have
already fixed all the issues pointed out by the high severity alerts produced by those tools.
Claim: The improvement of the results obtained due to the application of the Delta-
Bench approach allows us to conclude, that Background Noise obfuscates tool evaluations
and even sometimes leads to opposite results (i.e., the inversions of the tool performance
on the Information Disclosure vulnerability type in Table 3.3).
3.6 Threats to validity
Our results may be affected by errors in the data collection process, the accuracy of the
information about security fixes in Apache Tomcat, and the mechanism for extracting
either ground truth or code fragments pointed by alerts.
Bias in the data collection: although static analysis tools produce different kinds of
output, we bring them to a common denominator by reducing the output to vulnerability
warnings mapped to the source code locations. In this way we might overlook some other
features of tools that, for example, can enhance user experience and may influence the
selection. However, we focus on benchmarking of SAST tools from the security point of
view, and therefore, we believe the actual ability of SAST tools to identify vulnerable
code to be their most important feature.
Bias in the information about vulnerability fixes: there are few fixes that span over
several commits (e.g., CVE-2009-3555), for which we used only the last commit that
concluded the fix to reconstruct the vulnerable code fragment. It might be possible, that
Precision, where TP corresponds to absence of alerts in a safe fragment of code.
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both ground truth and warning code fragments that we extract do not reflect the full
vulnerable code sample. Such revisions contain partial fixes of the original vulnerability
that may confuse a SAST tool, since a tool may (falsely) recognize an accepted partial fix
to be complete. However, such cases are very important in industrial practice, since the
incorrect decision of completeness of a vulnerability fix may leave a zero-day vulnerability.
And therefore, the ability of SAST tool to distinguish partial fixes and point software
developers on the part of code still affected by the vulnerability is highly important.
Hence, we have used such cases in our empirical evaluation.
Bias in code base selection: Our private communications with an industrial SAST
specialist suggest that such tools may be optimized towards finding vulnerabilities specific
to web applications (e.g., XSS or SQLi), and therefore, some of selected SAST tools may
not be effective in identification of vulnerability types extracted from Apache Tomcat.
However, being a web server, Apache Tomcat still has a handful of vulnerabilities specific
to web applications. Also, we have chosen the most popular SAST tools that claim to
be capable of identification of vulnerability types used in our evaluation. Moreover, both
tools A and B produced TP alerts for all the selected vulnerability types. Hence, we
believe that this threat is limited.
Bias in SAST tool selection: we present results obtained only from two SAST tools.
However, we use these tools to demonstrate the methodology without making claims
about the overall performance of these tools and only show how different benchmarking
methods may change the results. As for the future work we plan to use Delta-Bench for
an empirical study of a large number of SAST tools on vulnerable-fixed revision pairs
extracted from different real-world software projects.
3.7 Conclusions
We propose Delta-Bench – a novel approach that uses fixes of historical vulnerabilities
from the existing FOSS projects as a ground-truth set of vulnerabilities to automatically
construct benchmarks for SAST tools by (suitably) differencing SAST alerts from vul-
nerable and fixed versions. The approach allows us to evaluate SAST tools using only
the alerts that a tool produced for the analyzed vulnerability (without considering the
Background Noise). For benchmark construction Delta-Bench requires only a pair of
vulnerable and fixed versions of a software code as an input.
We demonstrated Delta-Bench on a synthetic benchmark Scanstud and a set of his-
torical vulnerabilities extracted from Apache Tomcat. Our experiments already showed
significant insights between the two tools: we found that a relative tool ranking may be
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reverted by a different benchmarking method.
As for the future work, we plan to demonstrate Delta-Bench by using it for evaluation
of different commercial and FOSS SAST tools, and on a larger set of real-world software
projects as a source of historical vulnerabilities (beyond Java). In this chapter we show
the results only at a file-level granularity. We have already extended Delta-Bench to work
with methods, and are starting to extend it to hunks and program slices. The approach
could be also applied to other types of bugs provided the assumption on the locality of
fixes also applies to those bugs (as we have shown in Section 3.4 for security bugs).
By using Delta-Bench software development companies may select the most appropri-
ate tool for their projects and tool developers improve SAST tools for sharper results.
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Chapter 4
A Methodology for Counting Actually
Vulnerable Dependencies
In this chapter we present the methodology for counting vulnerable dependencies, that
addresses the over-inflation problem of academic and industrial approaches for reporting
vulnerable dependencies in OSS software, and therefore, caters to the needs of industrial
practice for correct allocation of development and audit resources. Careful analysis of
deployed dependencies, aggregation of dependencies by their projects, and distinction of
halted dependencies allow us to obtain a counting method that avoids over-inflation. To
understand the industrial impact of a more precise approach, we considered the 200 most
popular OSS Java libraries used by SAP in its own software. Our analysis included 10905
distinct GAVs (group, artifact, version) in Maven when considering all the library versions.
Our study shows that the correct counting allows software development companies to
receive actionable information about their library dependencies, and therefore, correctly
allocate costly development and audit resources, which are spent inefficiently in case of
distorted measurements.
4.1 Introduction
Current dependency analysis methodologies are based on assumptions that are not valid
in an industrial context. They may not distinguish dependency scopes [49] which may
lead to reporting non-exploitable vulnerabilities, or consider only direct dependencies [19]
although security issues may be introduced transitively [51]. Moreover, dependency anal-
ysis methodologies miss several important factors. For example, some dependencies are
maintained and released together (they may belong to the same project), and therefore,
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should be treated as a single unit, while constructing dependency trees and reporting
results of a dependency study. Another example is the presence of dependencies whose
development had been suspended for an unspecified time. Such a dependency may turn
to be harmful for a dependent project in case of a vulnerability discovery as there might
be no new release that fixes the issue1.
Hence, the current approaches may present a distorted view of the situation with
vulnerable dependencies:
1. Inflation of unexploitable vulnerabilities - a non-negligible number of development-
only dependencies could not be possibly exploited;
2. Underestimation of transitive vulnerabilities - transitive dependencies may as well
introduce vulnerabilities;
3. Imprecise vulnerability mapping - manual or name-based vulnerability mapping is
error-prone, and therefore, not reliable;
4. Misrepresentation as somebody’s else problem - separately considered dependencies
that belong to same projects reduce visibility of the nodes that can be directly
changed from an analysed library;
5. Misreporting that nobody is in charge - the mitigation strategy should consider the
fact that maintenance of a library has halted.
In this chapter we make the following contributions:
• The Vuln4Real methodology, that caters to the needs of industrial practice, for
reliable measurement of vulnerable dependencies in free open-source software;
• A tool to perform large-scale studies of (Maven-based) FOSS libraries and to deter-
mine whether any of their dependencies are affected by known vulnerabilities;
• An empirical study of 10905 library instances of the 200 Java Maven-based FOSS
libraries that are most frequently used in SAP software. The study is designed
to offer two views of the FOSS ecosystem: the traditional academic view and the
industrial view of a project developer. This allows us to present the Vuln4Real
impact from both academic and industrial perspectives.
We found that Vuln4Real changes the academic perception of the situation regard-
ing software dependencies, by showing that the developers of the analysed libraries can
(and should) fix 80% of vulnerable dependencies by simply updating the direct dependen-
cies of their projects, in contrast to the state-of-the-art approaches (by updating direct
1For example, there is no fixed version available for the dead library org.springframework:spring-dao
with CVE-2014-1904. Although the latest version of the Spring framework does not depend on the spring-
dao library, the dead library is present in Maven Central and 43 other libraries still use it (as reported
by mvnrepository.com).
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dependencies, developers can fix only 37% of vulnerable dependencies)2. The proposed
methodology also identifies and removes alerts for 27% of vulnerable direct and 21% of
vulnerable transitive dependencies, that could not be exploited. Our study indicates that,
under a conservative model to characterize dead dependencies, 13.2% of the total number
of dependencies are dead, and therefore, may not receive updates (including security fixes).
Such dependencies should be used with caution, since mitigations of their vulnerabilities
may be costly.
The simulation of the proposed methodology on an individual software library shows
that an industrial developers benefits from the correct resolution of the dependency anal-
ysis results: in average Vuln4Real allows an individual developer to receive 27% less false
alerts. Also, it helps planning the mitigation activities by showing, which safe versions
of the affected dependencies the developer can adopt directly and for which vulnerable
libraries more complicated mitigations should be considered.
4.2 Terminology
In this chapter we rely on the terminology established among practitioners and used in
well-known dependency management tools such as Apache Ivy3 and Apache Maven4:
• A library is a separately distributed software component, which typically consists
of a logically grouped set of classes (objects) or methods (functions). To avoid any
ambiguity, we refer to a specific version of a library as a library instance.
• A dependency5 is a library instance, some functionality of which is used by another
library instance (the dependent library instance).
• A dependency is direct if it is directly invoked from the dependent library instance.
• A dependency tree6 is a representation of a software library instance and its depen-
dencies where each node is a library instance and edges connect dependent library
2The developers are capable of fixing all the vulnerable dependencies of their projects, although
mitigation of a vulnerability in a transitive dependency may require its transformation into a direct
dependency, which is against the core idea of the automated dependency management approach.
3http://ant.apache.org/ivy/history/latest-milestone/ivyfile/dependency.html
4https://maven.apache.org/pom.html#Dependencies
5For the sake of consistency with the terminology used in Maven, we use the term ‘dependency’ to
denote a node (not an edge) of a dependency tree.
6Although dependency relations mathematically represent a graph (one dependency may have several
dependent library instances), we use the term dependency tree to be consistent with an industrial usage:
after the resolution step, dependencies of a library instance are typically presented in a form of a tree.
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instances to their direct dependencies.
• A transitive dependency is connected to the root library instance of a dependency
tree through a path with more than one edge.
• A project is a set of libraries developed and/or maintained together by a group of
developers. Dependencies belonging to the same project of the dependent library
instance are within-project dependencies, while library instances maintained within
other projects are third-party dependencies.
• A deployed dependency is delivered with the application or system that uses it,
while a development-only dependency is only used at the time of development (e.g.,
for testing) but is not a part of the artifact that is eventually released and operated
in a production environment.
• A library instance is outdated if there exists a more recent instance of this library at
the time of analysis. A dead library is such that the next estimated release time has
been passed by far based on the interval of past releases (see Step 4 of Section 4.4).
To illustrate how this terminology is used in practice, we refer to Figure 4.1, which
depicts the dependency tree for a library instance m1. The library instance under analysis
m1 is the root, m2, x1, and y1 are direct dependencies, while u1, y2, and z1 are transitive
dependencies. Library instances m1, m2 and y1, y2 are within-project dependencies of
projects M and Y respectively, while library instances x1, y1, y2, u1, and z1 are third-
party dependencies of project M.
Suppose now that m2, y2, and z1 are affected by known security vulnerabilities.
• Although from the perspective of the build system, within-project dependency m2
is just a direct dependency, in practice, it is a piece of vulnerable code shipped as
part of project M . Hence, the vulnerability should be fixed as part of the project
development, i.e., by directly changing its source code.
• Developers of M can variate the version of y2 by selecting a suitable y1: if a fixed
version of y1 is released, they should update project M to use it.
• Usage of dependency z1 cannot be controlled without transforming the (transitive)
dependency z1 into a direct dependency of the project. Since this would break the
“black-box” dependency management principle, such a solution is not likely to be
adopted. As a matter of fact, it is a responsibility of the developers of project Y to
keep the version of the dependency z1 up-to-date.
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m1
u1
m2
x1
y1
y2
z1
M
Y
root: m1
within-project dependencies: m1,
m2; y1, y2
3rd party libraries: x1, y1, y2, u1, z1
direct dependencies: m2, x1, y1
transitive dependencies: u1, y2, z1
Z
X
U
Figure 4.1: Dependency tree
Even if library dependencies are not affected by known vulnerabilities, presence of
dead dependencies may lead to costly mitigations in future: if a security vulnerability
is discovered in a library that is no longer actively developed, there may be no version
of this library that fixes the vulnerability7. Hence, being a dependency, this library will
introduce the vulnerability to all its dependents.
Additionally, a dead dependency may transitively introduce outdated dependencies
and expose the root library instance to bugs and security vulnerabilities (Figure 4.2): the
root library instance m1 depends on the last version of dead dependency x1, which, in
turn, uses an “alive” dependency u1. Although both versions v1 and v2 of library m1 use
the latest available version of direct dependency x1, outdated transitive dependency u1
would be also present.
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Library m1 has a halted dependency x1. In case a vulnerability is discovered in x1 or its dependency u1,
there would be no version of x1 that fixes such a vulnerability or adopts a fixed version of u1.
Figure 4.2: Dead dependency
The figure presents the Apache xalan:xalan dependency migration plot calculated according to the approach
presented in [49]. State of the art methodologies for counting the usage of vulnerable libraries over-
inflate the actual risks as they count vulnerabilities that are by construction not-exploitable being part of
development and test libraries. Hence, they may present a misleading picture of a dependency usage.
Figure 4.3: What Appears with State of the Art Methods
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The figure shows the changed dependency usage plot for xalan:xalan library after removing test usages
of this library. Three libraries did not adopt the safe version of the analyzed dependency for the simple
reason that maintenance and development of those libraries halted.
Figure 4.4: Reality With Proper Processing
4.3 Motivating Example
Figure 4.3 shows the dependency migration analysis [49] of the xalan:xalan library. The
number of appearances of each library version in the dependency trees of the analyzed
libraries is reported on the ordinates for each year.
In the span of 12 years different versions of xalan:xalan appear in 197 dependency
trees of the analyzed libraries in our dataset (See further Section 4.5). The versions of
xalan:xalan prior to 2.7.2 are affected by CVE-2014-0107. The red dashed line shows
the variation of the number of analyzed libraries that depend on a vulnerable version of
xalan:xalan in time, while the green solid line represents the variation for the analyzed
libraries that adopted the safe version 2.7.2.
7There may be cases, when a certain library does not receive new commits for a long time, but its
developers still quickly react on arising issues. For example, although there were no releases of the Apache
commons-collection library for 7 years, its developers quickly provided a fix for a vulnerability discovered
in 2015 and released it within a new version. Alternatively, another organization may decide to fork an
abandonded library and fix the arising security issues, as, for example, Apache Software Foundation did
for the beanshel:bsh library. However, such outcomes are not guaranteed, since library developers may
decide to move on and no other organization may want to support it (e.g., Apache moved from Axis to
Axis2 project, but, according to mvnrepository.com, 176 libraries still depend on the vulnerable axis:axis
library).
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Figure 4.4 shows the dependency migration plot after considering the five issues of the
current state-of-the-art dependency analysis approaches (See Section 4.1). By removing
development-only versions, and eliminating the cases where xalan:xalan itself was part
of the analyzed project, we observe a reduction of the number of (falsely-reported) usages
of the vulnerable versions (the peak on Figure 4.3).
The presence of dead dependencies has a major impact on a library maintenance
strategy. Indeed, in Figure 4.4, the only three libraries that depend on the vulnerable
version of xalan:xalan even after more than two years since the release of the safe version,
depend on vulnerable version of xalan:xalan via direct dead dependencies. In this case,
a different mitigation strategy might be needed: (i) contribute to the dead library, i.e., to
develop its new release; or (ii) fork the dead library and continue its maintenance as part
of the dependent library.
4.4 Methodology
Table 4.4 overviews the Vuln4Real methodology for counting vulnerable dependencies.
Step 1: Extraction of a dependency tree for a library
INPUT Source code of an analysed library
OUTPUT Resolved dependency tree for an analysed library
PROCEDURE Identify dependencies of an analysed library and represent them in a form of a de-
pendency tree:
• Employ the mechanism of a dependency management system to construct
dependency tree of a library
• Apply the dependency management system resolution procedure to resolve
version conflicts
• Extract the resolved dependency tree
Step 2: Identification of development-only dependencies
INPUT Resolved dependency tree for an analysed library
OUTPUT The set of development-only dependencies
PROCEDURE Identify dependencies of the library, that are used only during development of this
library and are not shipped with this library:
• Extract dependency scopes
• Mark dependencies in scopes, that are not shipped with the analysed library
as test. For example, in Maven dependencies with scope test are not shipped
with the library, npm has a set of devDependencies that are used only for
development purposes, and in pip such dependencies are specified as extra
requirements.
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Step 3: Identification of within-project dependencies
INPUT Resolved dependency tree for an analysed library
OUTPUT The set of groups of within-project dependencies
PROCEDURE Identify within-project dependencies:
• Identify dependencies that are maintained and released simultaneously. In
Maven the libraries that have a common groupid are parts of a single multi-
module project, while in npm and pip dependencies are joined into monorepos.
Step 4: Identification of dead dependencies
INPUT Resolved dependency tree for an analysed library
OUTPUT The set of dead dependencies
PROCEDURE Identify dependencies of the analysed library, that are no longer maintained:
• Refer to the dependency repository to extract the release times for all depen-
dency instances
• Use release times to estimate the expected time of the next release
• In case the time of observation does not exceed the estimated time, count such
dependency as maintained, otherwise count it as dead
Step 5: Identification of dependencies with known vulnerabilities
INPUT Resolved dependency tree for an analysed library
OUTPUT The set of dependencies with known vulnerabilities
PROCEDURE Employ code-base matching procedure to check whether a dependency is affected by
a known security vulnerability:
• Analyse the patches that fix vulnerabilities in open-source software dependen-
cies according to the code-base approach introduced by Plate et al. [82]
• Use this to compare the nodes of the dependency tree to check whether one
of them is affected by a known vulnerability
Step 6: Path extraction
INPUT The dependency tree of an analysed library, the sets of development-only dependen-
cies, groups of within-project dependencies, dead dependencies, and dependencies
with known vulnerabilities
OUTPUT Dependency analysis report
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PROCEDURE We use the following algorithm to construct paths from vulnerable nodes to the
analysed libraries:
• Remove development-only dependencies (Step 2) and their subtrees from the
dependency tree
• Use the output from Step 5 to identify nodes affected by known vulnerabilities
• For each node in the dependency tree from Step 1, extract the shortest path
between the vulnerable dependency and the analysed library
• Substitute a group of consecutive within-project dependencies in the path with
the closest to the vulnerable node dependency from the group.
• Use the output of Step 4 to identify dead dependencies.
Step 1: Extraction of a dependency tree for a library
The extraction of a dependency tree for a library includes two steps:
• full dependency tree construction that contains all the dependencies as they are
specified in the configuration files of the dependency tree nodes;
• resolution of conflicts between dependency versions when the full dependency tree
contains several different instances of the same library.
In many cases a dependency management system provides the functionality to extract
the dependency tree for a specific library instance and to resolve the conflicts. For exam-
ple, to have a dependency tree of a Maven based library instance, one may execute the de-
pendency:tree goal of the Apache Maven Dependency Plug-in8 and the dependency:resolve
goal to have the version conflicts resolved. The JavaScript packet manager npm provides
the npm ls <package-name> command to display the dependency tree of a specified pack-
age9. Alternatively, there exists the dependency-tree plug-in10, that also handles version
resolution conflicts. Although the Python package manager pip does not provide a default
functionality to display the dependency trees, tools like pipdeptree11 or pipenv 12 support
this. Those tools do not provide the functionality for resolving version conflicts, however
the current resolution procedure is simple - pip performs the breadth-first traversal of the
dependency tree and picks the first instance of a library it encounters13.
8https://maven.apache.org/plugins/maven-dependency-plugin/index.html
9https://docs.npmjs.com/cli/ls.html
10https://www.npmjs.com/package/dependency-tree
11https://pypi.org/project/pipdeptree/
12https://pypi.org/project/pipenv/
13https://github.com/pypa/pip/issues/988
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Step 2: Identification of development-only dependencies
We identify development-only dependencies as follows:
• we rely on the dependency management system (or project configuration files) to
provide us with additional information about the dependency type14;
• we use this information to classify dependencies in the dependency tree.
For example, in Maven we extract the dependency scope: the dependencies with scope
test are used only for development purposes. In npm development-only dependencies are
collected within the devDependencies section of the configuration file, while in pip such
dependencies are specified as extraRequirements.
Step 3: Identification of within-project dependencies
To identify dependencies that are maintained and released simultaneously, we perform
the following procedure:
• we refer to the development practices adopted by the developers within the corre-
sponding dependency management systems;
• we use these practices to identify a project that includes the analysed dependency
and other within-project libraries of this project.
Maven libraries are grouped into multi-module projects where each module is released
as a separate artifact. According to the Maven naming conventions15, within-project
dependencies of a multi-module project have the same groupId. Hence, within-project de-
pendencies can be easily identified by comparing their groupIds. JavaScript and Python
developers may follow the monorepo development strategy, when several software libraries
are stored in the same repository16. Such library groups do not share a common identifier,
however, they still can be distinguished by analysing monorepos separately. Although in
these cases the step of identification of within-project dependencies would require addi-
tional efforts, it allows library developers to receive the meaningful (and correct) presen-
tation of the dependency analysis results.
Step 4: Identification of dead dependencies
Some libraries may have varying time intervals between releases due to different release
strategies adopted within development teams, as well as the maturity of a certain library:
14Such information is always available, albeit in possibly different formats.
15https://maven.apache.org/guides/mini/guide-naming-conventions.html
16The monorepo development strategy is widely adopted by large software development companies,
such as Google [85], Facebook [29], and Microsoft [35]
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at earlier stages of development it needs to have more updates than an established library
with a long development history. An example of a mature library is the Apache commons-
logging package. Released on 2007-11-26 version 1.1.1 was the latest available version for
more than 5 years till the release of version 1.1.2 on 2013-03-16.
Since the time difference between recent releases should have bigger impact on the
Last release interval comparing to the time difference between older releases, the typ-
ical statistical model that describes such a process is a simple Exponential Smoothing
model [13]:
Release interval = α
n∑
i=0
{
(1− α)i ∗ Release timen−i
}
Expected release date = Last release + Release interval
where Release timei is the time interval needed to release the i-th version of a library,
0 < α < 1 is the smoothing parameter that shows how fast the influence of previous time
intervals decreases17. We estimate the Expected release date for a library by adding the
Last release interval to the release date of the latest available version of the library. Then
we determine the status of the library as follows:
• next release date < TIME : the library is dead
• next release date ≥ TIME : the library is alive
TIME represents the date, for which the library status is calculated. In our study,
for each analyzed library instance we will identify its release date and use it to calculate
whether any of the dependencies were dead. To know the current status, TIME should
be equal to the current date.
The proposed model based on release dates is conservative, since it provides the lower
bound for the estimation of the Expected release date for a library. Hence, it is more likely
to be affected by FP, i.e., to classify a library as dead when it is still under development.
However, such finding would mean that a library does not receive a fix for a long period
of time, during which a zero day vulnerability remains exploitable. Hence, even in case
of “false positives”, our model provides valuable information for software developers.
Step 5: Identification of dependencies with known vulnerabilities
To avoid the FP and FN inflation introduced by name-based vulnerability matching ( [4,
14, 57]), we leverage on precise code-based approaches to vulnerability detection such as
17The observation of released dates for the analyzed libraries suggests, that the last three releases have
the major impact on the Expected release date of a library, and therefore, in this chapter we count α = 0.6.
For libraries with less than 3 releases, we take the Last release interval equal 3 months.
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Ponta et al. [84] and Dashevskyi et al. [24]. Starting from known vulnerabilities from
the NVD, advisories, bug tracking systems, etc., the commit fixing the vulnerability
is identified manually and analyzed resulting in a list of code changes. All software
constructs (e.g., constructors, methods) included in such list are the so-called vulnerable
code. The creation of such knowledge is a one-time effort for each vulnerability. Then,
for every analyzed project, the list of all within-project libraries of the project and all its
dependencies is collected by performing a code-level matching of the vulnerable fragment
following the approach of [84]. Whenever the vulnerable code fragment is contained within
a dependency, the corresponding vulnerability is automatically reported for our analysis.
Step 6: Path construction
We use the resulting dependency tree and the outputs of the steps 2-5 of the proposed
methodology to identify whether the dependencies belong to one of the following groups:
• development-only dependencies;
• within-project dependencies;
• dead dependencies;
• dependencies with known vulnerabilities.
Vulnerable dependencies represent the most valuable assets, hence, we perform the
final aggregation of the results in the opposite direction, i.e., considering the paths from
vulnerable dependencies to libraries under analysis:
• we group all within-project dependencies within one path and substitute them in
the path with the library instance, closest to the vulnerable dependency.
Consider the example of a dependency tree from Figure 4.1: let dependencies x1 and z1
be affected by known security vulnerabilities. Initially there are two paths from vulnerable
dependencies to the analyzed root library: (x1, m1) and (z1, y2, y1, m1). In the second
path library instances y1 and y2 belong to the same project Y , hence, they are grouped.
So, the analysis results in two vulnerable paths: (x1, m1) and (z1, y2, m1).
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Table 4.2: Descriptive statistics of the library sample
We considered the 200 most popular FOSS Java libraries used by SAP in its own software, which resulted
in 10905 distinct GAVs when considering all library versions.
µ σ min max Q1 Q2 Q3
#GAVs 54.52 49.24 1.0 248 15.0 35.0 87.0
#deps 10.91 16.98 0.0 127 0.0 3.0 15.0
#direct 4.26 6.80 0.0 51 0.0 2.0 6.0
#trans 6.65 12.01 0.0 82 0.0 1.0 8.0
#vuln deps 1.46 2.86 0.0 26 0.0 0.0 2.0
#direct 0.54 1.32 0.0 9 0.0 0.0 0.0
#trans 0.92 2.16 0.0 17 0.0 0.0 1.0
#usages 55.96 508.41 1.0 29 472 1.0 5.0 23.0
4.5 Data collection
Considering the popularity and industrial relevance of Java18, in the following we demon-
strate the proposed methodology on Java projects.
Over the past decade, Apache Maven established itself as a standard solution in the
Java ecosystem for dependency management and other tasks related to build processes.
Other solutions exist, such as Apache Ivy and Gradle (which is gaining popularity)19,
however Maven still has the largest share of users20. Hence, we use it to demonstrate the
proposed mitigations for each problem described in Section 4.3.
In Maven the name of a component is standardized21 and represented as groupId :artifactId :version.
Hence:
• a “project” may be referenced as Maven groupId
• a “library” corresponds to groupId :artifactId (GA)
• a “library instance” corresponds to the name of Maven component groupId :artifactId :version
(GAV)
Processing of a full Maven Central repository with almost 2,7 million GAVs would be
18Java is estimated to be the most popular programming language since 2004, according to the two
indexes used by IEEE Spectrum (http://spectrum.ieee.org/) to assess popularity of a programming
language: (i) Tiobe index (http://www.tiobe.com/tiobe-index/), which combines data about search
queries from 25 most popular websites of Alexa; and (ii) PYPL index (http://pypl.github.io/PYPL.
html), which uses Google search queries.
19https://gradle.org/
20https://zeroturnaround.com/rebellabs/java-tools-and-technologies-landscape-2016/
21https://maven.apache.org/guides/mini/guide-naming-conventions.html
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impractical and especially would include artifacts of no relevance in industrial practice.
Hence, for this chapter we take a sample from Maven Central, as explained below.
Library selection - incorrect way. Initially, we followed the approach of [90] and
selected the number of library instance usages as a proxy for its popularity. By usage
we understood the number of direct dependent library instances of a library instance of
interest22.
However, when we extracted the list of top 100 most used libraries, the resulting
list had an unbalanced usage distribution: scala and spring-framework projects were over-
represented, while some well-known projects, like Apache Tomcat, were not present in the
list. A possible reason may be in the large difference in numbers of within-project libraries
in different projects: if a project has 100 within-project libraries and they directly depend
on a certain library instance, then this library instance would be “used” 100 times, while
in reality there is only one usage.
This approach may have potentially allowed us to receive a “good” list of libraries,
if as a proxy for popularity we used the number of dependent projects. However, such
information is not easily available (to obtain it, we would have to build dependency trees
for all library instances in Maven Central), so we had to find another way to construct
the list of libraries for our study.
Library selection - the way we followed. To ensure industrial relevance of our study,
we selected the top 200 FOSS libraries used by a set of more than 500 Java projects
developed at SAP; these include actual SAP products and software developed by the
company for internal use. Those libraries comprise, for instance, org.slf4j:slf4j-api and
org.apache.httpcomponents:httpclient, and correspond to 10905 library instances when con-
sidering all versions (see Table 5.1 for descriptive statistics of the selected sample).
To automate our dependency study we implemented a tool that:
• wraps dependency:tree and dependency:resolve Maven commands, which helps us
get a more manageable (and a machine-readable) representation of the results of
the resolution mechanism. This allows us to construct the resolved dependency tree
for each library instance.
• uses the code-based approach of [84] to annotate dependency trees with the vul-
nerability data at our disposal. In particular, when a vulnerable library instance
is found among the dependencies of an analyzed root library, our tool produces in
the output (i) the identifier of the vulnerability, (ii) the library instance import-
ing it, and (iii) the complete dependency path leading from the root library to the
vulnerable dependency.
22We used the data from MVNrepository (https://mvnrepository.com/).
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The number of deployed vulnerable dependencies (the true positives) per library are shown above the X-
axis, while the number of development-only vulnerable dependencies (the false positives) are shown below
the X-axis.
Figure 4.5: Deployed (the true positives) vs Development-only (the false positives) vul-
nerable dependencies per library instance
• applies path simplifications and produces the results in the form of a human-readable
report.
4.6 Evaluation: Ecosystem View
In this Section we present how Vuln4Real influences the results of a dependency study for
the complete sample of selected libraries by answering the following research questions:
• RQ1: How effective is the proposed methodology in removing false positive alerts?
• RQ2: How effective is Vuln4Real in revealing direct within-project dependencies of
the analysed libraries?
• RQ3: How different is the view of dependencies provided by the proposed method-
ology in comparison to the state-of-the-art approach (SoA)?
• RQ4: How effective is the proposed methodology in finding dead dependencies?
• RQ5: Can the number of dependencies be used as a predictor for a number of
vulnerabilities in a library?
To answer the research questions we have collected both direct and transitive depen-
dencies of the library instances. First, we treated them according to a SoA approach
affected by all the dependency presentation issues (See Section 4.1), which corresponds
to approaches presented in, for example, [49] or [19]. Then we applied Vuln4Real and
compared the number of vulnerable/non-vulnerable dependencies calculated according to
both approaches.
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Above the X-axis we show the total number of direct vulnerable dependencies and their within-project
dependencies. They are directly introduced into the analysed libraries by importing the functionality from
vulnerable projects. Below the X-axis we show the fraction of vulnerable within-project dependencies of
the direct dependencies of the analysed libraries, i.e., the false negative alerts revealed by Vuln4Real.
Figure 4.6: The comparison of the actual number of vulnerable dependencies that could
be directly fixed by developers of the analysed libraries (true positives) and the fraction
of such dependencies revealed by Vuln4Real (the false negatives)
RQ1: How effective is the proposed methodology in removing false
positive alerts?
Vulnerabilities in development-only dependencies cannot be exploited, and therefore, the
alerts reporting them are not useful for software developers of the analysed libraries, so
we count them as false positives. Figure 4.5 shows the per library instance comparison be-
tween the number of deployed vulnerable dependencies (true positives) and development-
only23 vulnerable dependencies (false positives). The results are ordered by the own size
(number of lines of code) of the analysed library instances.
We observe, that development-only vulnerable dependencies are widely used within
the analysed libraries and for some library instances their amount exceeds the number of
deployed dependencies. Hence, following the SoA approach, software developers would
have to face a big number of false alerts (for some library instances their amount exceeds
the actual true positive alerts by up to 3 times). Their analysis may require significant
amount of highly expensive developers’ time and, as a result, decrease the value and trust
in the dependency analysis findings. Instead, the proposed methodology allows software
developers to receive trustworthy dependency analysis reports.
When considering only deployed dependencies, the number of both non-vulnerable and
vulnerable direct dependencies decreased by 45% and 27%, respectively24. At the same
23To identify development-only dependencies in Maven we have used both test and provided scopes,
since dependencies in both scopes do not appear as transitive dependencies in the dependency trees of
the dependent libraries.
24Such difference may be due to the fact, that development-only dependencies are of less interest to
both security researchers and hackers, and therefore, there are less vulnerabilities discovered in such
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time, our methodology being applied to transitive dependencies allowed us to reveal 21%
of development-only vulnerable transitive dependencies.
RQ2: How effective is Vuln4Real in revealing direct within-project
dependencies of the analysed libraries?
To make an application safe, its developers need to be sure that they address all the
vulnerable dependencies. SoA approach suggests that direct dependencies of a software
project are within the full control of its developers. However, such approach misses the
fact that within-project dependencies should also be considered to correctly report the
number of controlled dependencies in the analysed projects.
The dependency grouping procedure shortens the dependency paths (by grouping de-
pendencies belonging to same projects), so some direct vulnerable dependencies appear to
be within-project dependencies of the analysed libraries, while some vulnerable transitive
dependencies appear to be direct dependencies of the analysed libraries.
Vulnerable within-project dependencies. Since the analysed library instances
may as well be parts of multimodule projects, while reporting the results it is also impor-
tant to correctly distinguish between the “true” number of third-party and within-project
dependencies of the analysed libraries as the latter should be fixed by the developers of
those libraries by directly changing their code.
Figure 4.7 presents the difference between the within-project dependencies and the
third-party direct dependencies of the analysed libraries. Although the mean number of
third-party direct dependencies (Direct3rdP ty = 4, 38) is almost two times bigger than the
mean number of within-project dependencies (Directwithin−project = 2, 53), we observe,
that within-project dependencies introduce as much as 21% of direct vulnerabilities.
Vulnerable direct dependencies. Figure 4.6 shows the per library instance com-
parison of the number of direct and the number of revealed vulnerable dependencies.
We observe, that many direct vulnerable dependencies were presented as transitive
for the developers of the analysed libraries. This may influence developers to select a
wrong mitigation strategy, i.e., to wait for the dependencies to adopt the fixed versions
of vulnerable dependencies, instead of fixing them directly from the analysed projects.
Hence, the SoA way of presenting the vulnerable dependencies that can be fixed by
updating direct dependencies of the analysed libraries is affected by FN. For several
libraries the amount of FN alerts equal to the number of TPs. Hence, Vuln4Real allows us
to reveal direct vulnerable dependencies, which were falsely hided by the SoA approach.
libraries.
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Figure 4.7: Own and third-party dependencies of the analysed libraries
After grouping within-project dependencies, we observe, that 80% of vulnerable third-
party dependencies are direct (in contrast with 37% reported by SoA), and therefore,
could (and should) be fixed by the developers of the analysed library instances.
RQ3: How different is the view of dependencies provided by the
proposed methodology in comparison to SoA?
Figure 4.8 allows us to visually compare the amount of dependencies reported by SoA and
Vuln4Real. Each category of dependencies is presented as a rectangular area, where the
center has the mean numbers of vulnerable and not vulnerable dependencies as coordinates
and the height and width are the respective 95% confidence intervals.
Results presented according to the SoA approach suggest that there are more transi-
tive dependencies and they introduce more vulnerabilities (µ = 0.78), rather than direct
dependencies (µ = 0.73) per library instance.
In contrast, our methodology dramatically changes this picture. Filtering out deployed
dependencies decreased the mean number of non vulnerable dependencies from µSoA =
12.26 to µdeployed = 6.20 and the mean number of vulnerable dependencies withing the
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Figure 4.8: Direct and transitive dependencies according to SoA and Vuln4Real
analysed library sample from µSoA = 1.71 to µdeployed = 1.70. Furthermore, after the
grouping procedure, the mean number of both vulnerable (µ = 0.73) and non vulnerable
(µ = 5.07) direct dependencies has become bigger than the mean number of vulnerable
(µ = 1.16) and non vulnerable (µ = 5.76) transitive dependencies.
Table 4.4: The effect of direct dead dependencies (RQ3)
13.2 % of dependencies of the analyzed library instances are dead, while 2 % of them are affected by known
vulnerabilities.
deployed & controlled
& 3rdPty
dead
total µ CI total µ CI
vuln 10038 1.48 [1.42, 1.54] 88 0.013 [0.010, 0.016]
¬vuln 35389 5.23 [5.10, 5.36] 5350 0.79 [0.760, 0.821]
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Table 4.5: The effect of transitive dead dependencies (RQ3)
Direct dead dependencies introduced 12 vulnerable dependencies transitively.
deployed & controlled
& 3rdPty
dead transitive via dead
total µ CI total µ CI total µ CI
vuln 1975 0.29 [0.27, 0.32] 77 0.011 [0.009, 0.014] 12 17.7E−4 [6.1E−4, 29.3E−4]
¬vuln 17013 2.51 [2.39, 2.64] 3006 0.444 [0.417, 0.471] 645 0.09 [0.08, 0.11]
RQ4: How effective is the proposed methodology in finding dead
dependencies?
To answer RQ4 we considered only deployed dependencies, grouped according to the
software projects they belong to (Tables 4.4 and 4.5). We found that 12,0% of the overall
number of direct dependencies and 16.2% of transitive dependencies in our sample are
dead. Some of them (88 direct and 77 transitive out of 8521 dead dependencies) are
affected by known security vulnerabilities. Although this number is not big, each case of
a dead dependency is very important. Such dependencies do not have a fixed version, and
therefore, a costly mitigation is needed to fix such vulnerabilities.
Additionally, within the sample of 10905 analyzed libraries, we found twelve library
instances that have transitive vulnerable dependencies via a dead direct dependency.
All these dependencies are outdated and there exist safe versions of them. However,
these safe versions would not be adopted by dead libraries, and therefore, developers of
analyzed libraries have to apply a non-trivial mitigation strategy: to artificially convert
those dependencies into direct dependencies of their libraries.
Vuln4Real allowed us to identify that 13.2% of the dependencies in our sample are
dead, while 2% of them are affected by known vulnerabilities. Moreover, direct dead
dependencies also transitively introduced 645 dependencies, 12 of which are vulnerable.
RQ5: Can the number of dependencies be used as a predictor for
a number of vulnerabilities in a library?
Although several studies name transitive dependencies as one of the main vulnerability
sources [36,51], Vuln4Real changes the distributions of vulnerabilities between direct and
transitive dependencies. Hence, we have been interested in studying the influence of
software dependencies on the number of vulnerabilities in the analysed libraries.
To do this, we count the number of vulnerabilities in an analysed library instance
V to be a function of its own code, within-project dependencies, direct, and transitive
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Table 4.6: The influence of quantity of software dependencies on the number of vulnera-
bilities in the analysed libraries
#vulns SoA #vulns direct #vulns trans
estimate std error estimate std error estimate std error
root 0.0147 0.027
Not Applicabledirect deps 0.068 0.003
transitive deps 0.161 0.002
within-project deps
Not Applicable
0.159 0.002 -0.020 0.001
3rdPty direct deps -0.023 0.003 0.084 0.001
transitive -0.003 0.005 0.024 0.002
Table 4.7: The influence of dependency sizes on the number of vulnerabilities in the
analysed libraries
#vulns SoA #vulns direct #vulns trans
estimate std error estimate std error estimate std error
root size 0.106 0.004
Not Applicabledirect dep size 0.364 0.003
transitive dep size -0.010 0.018
within-project dep size
Not Applicable
-0.166 0.011 -0.192 0.006
3rdPty direct dep size 0.318 0.003 -0.012 0.002
transitive dep size -0.068 0.005 0.356 0.003
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dependencies :
V ∼ own code + within-project dep + direct dep + trans dep (4.1)
Then we compute the linear model for (4.1) and estimate coefficients for each of the
supposed ‘predictors’. Table 4.6 presents the estimated coefficients and their descrip-
tive statistics, when we have considered the quantity of dependencies to be the values of
the independent variables for the linear model. The SoA approach does not distinguish
within-project dependencies, hence, we have used the root of the dependency tree (the
analysed library instance) to represent the own code in (4.1). The p-value  0.05 for all
the predictors, hence they all have a statistically significant influence on the dependent
variable (number of vulnerabilities). The model for estimating the number of vulnera-
bilities according to the SoA approach has R2SoA = 0.604 and stochastically distributed
residual errors, hence, is appropriate for description of the situation with dependencies.
We use the results returned according to the Vuln4Real methodology to model the
number of vulnerabilities in direct and transitive dependencies. We used both root and
the number of within-project dependencies of the analysed library to represent the own
code, however, the root estimates for both models (direct and transitive vulnerabilities)
have p-value > 0.05, and therefore, we have excluded it. Other predictors are significant
(p-values  0.05). The models have R2# vulns direct = 0.571 and R2# vulns trans = 0.475,
residual errors are stochastically distributed. Therefore, the number of dependencies can
be used for predicting both the number of direct and transitive dependencies.
However, considering only the quantity of dependencies may not reflect the fact that
various dependencies bring different values to the analysed libraries. Hence, we have also
considered the dependency sizes. For this purpose we extracted the number of lines of
code in the java files of involved library instances. We referred to Maven Central to
extract the source code of the involved library instances. In case the source code of a
particular dependency was not available in Maven Cenral, we ignored such dependency
and its dependent library. Hence, 8275 library instances (instead of 10905) left for the
regression analysis. The results are presented in Table 4.7.
The regression analysis suggests, that the number of dependencies have a significant
impact on the number of vulnerabilities in a software library.
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Table 4.8: Ecosystem view - results
RQ Finding
RQ1 The Vuln4Real methodology has allowed us to remove alerts about 27% of direct
and 21% of transitive dependencies with known vulnerabilities, that cannot be
exploited.
RQ2 Vuln4Real reveals that as much as 21% of direct dependencies affected by known
security vulnerabilities are within-project dependencies of the analysed libraries,
hence, developers of analysed libraries should fix them directly by changing their
code. Also, according to the SoA approach, it may seem that developers of the
analysed libraries have direct control of only 37% of the vulnerable dependencies,
while in reality they are responsible for fixing 80% of the deployed vulnerable
dependencies.
RQ3 The Vuln4Real methodology removes the appalling feeling of an unmanageable
‘dependency hell’.
RQ4 Analysis according to Vuln4Real shows, that 13.2% of the dependencies in our
sample are dead, while 2% of them are affected by known security vulnerabilities.
Direct dead dependencies also transitively introduced 645 dependencies, 12 of
which are vulnerable.
RQ5 The number of dependencies have a significant impact on the number of vulner-
abilities in a software library, hence, it can be used to model and predict the
probability of a dependency to introduce a security vulnerability into a depen-
dent library instance.
4.7 Evaluation: Developer View
4.7.1 Requirements for an Industrial Practice
In an industrial setting, the practical negative impact of using an inadequate measurement
method can be substantial. Ensuring a healthy supply chain of third-party dependencies
(of which the large majority is FOSS) is a continuing effort that spans the development
and the operational phases of a product lifetime.
As part of SAP’s secure development life-cycle, all development projects go through
several validation steps and each single finding has to be audited, assessed, and miti-
gated. After the product is released to customers, and for its entire operational lifetime,
its own security and the security of its third-party dependencies are continuously mon-
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itored. When a vulnerability is detected in one of the dependencies, timely mitigations
need to be developed and deployed to all affected systems. In the case of FOSS de-
pendencies, these mitigations may consist of dependency updates, or in ad-hoc fixes in
the product that relies on the affected library or in the dependency itself (through a
company-internal fork that can be temporary or persistent). When the product portfo-
lio of a company includes thousands of products, whose support period can extend to
decades, wrong assessments lead to inadequate risk management and inefficient alloca-
tion of resources, which ultimately translate to increased chances of security incidents and
financial loss.
The distinction between deployed and non-deployed components allows quick and
reliable pre-filtering of not exploitable vulnerable dependencies, since they are not part
of the deployed product. From our analysis of a sample of over 550 FOSS libraries used
by SAP projects, as many as 20% of all the dependencies are non-deployed. Any metrics
reporting the “danger” of using FOSS libraries that do not discriminate between those
two classes would lead to a wrong allocation of costly development and audit resources.
The granularity at which dependencies are analyzed and the reliability with which
vulnerabilities affecting them are detected are essential to obtaining a meaningful view
of the (security) health of the dependencies of a project. Approaches that use imprecise
vulnerability detection methods and that ignore the interdependencies among the individ-
ual nodes of the dependency tree yield a distorted view, which requires tedious, manual
reviews to be correctly interpreted and that cause precious resources to be wasted. Fail-
ing to group dependency nodes that belong to the same group (e.g., to the same FOSS
project), and that are updated together, makes the update of certain libraries appear
more problematic than it is. The vulnerability may affect a node that is deep in the
dependency tree, while the node that the application developer would need to update
might be much shallower (e.g., it could even be a direct dependency). More in general,
imprecise approaches to vulnerability management undermine the trust of developers on
automated analysis because the dependencies identified as problematic do not correspond
to those that must be actually acted upon to address the reported issues. As a conse-
quence, despite the promises of automation, considerable additional human effort and
expert judgment is required to determine the appropriate mitigation strategy.
Finally, determining precisely whether a dependency could be upgraded to a non-
vulnerable version or not (because such a version does not exist, and perhaps will never
exist, if the dependency is no longer maintained) is the key to choosing the correct mit-
igation strategy. Addressing vulnerabilities in FOSS components that are alive, but for
which a fixed release does not exist yet, requires to act fast, so that an emergency solution
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can be rolled-out as fast as possible to all customers. Being temporary and urgent, such
mitigation might not be optimal. An upgrade to a non-vulnerable version of the depen-
dency will eventually be done. Conversely, if a vulnerability affects a dependency that is
no longer maintained, fixing the code of the dependency would effectively mean creating
a company-internal fork, whose long-term support could require substantial additional
investments and maintenance effort.
4.7.2 Simulation of the Vuln4Real methodology on an individual
software library
To identify a typical industrial library, we have extracted the number of direct depen-
dencies for each SAP software project in the proprietary Nexus repository. We assume
that the number of direct FOSS dependencies in a typical industrial library is equal to
the mean number of direct dependencies that SAP projects have, which we found to be
equal 11. Then we have artificially constructed dependency trees for 100 software projects
according to Algorithm 2.
Table 4.9 shows the effect of Vuln4Real for a typical industrial library. We observe that
the mean number of vulnerable dependencies decreased from 11 to 8. This corresponds to
the effect of the proposed methodology observed on the ecosystem level, i.e., the reported
number of vulnerable dependencies becomes smaller due to filtering out (falsely reported)
findings of development-only dependencies with known security vulnerabilities.
The simulation shows that according to the SoA approach the developer of an average
software library would be notified that the majority of vulnerable dependencies are coming
from transitive dependencies (6 out of 10). However, our methodology changes this view:
only two vulnerabilities are introduced by transitive dependencies, while six are coming
from direct dependencies. Moreover, one out of the six vulnerable direct dependencies is
the within-project dependency of the simulated library. Additionally, Vuln4Real reports
presence of seven dead dependencies.
Hence, we can conclude that the proposed methodology has a positive impact on the
correct resolution of dependency analysis results of a single industrial library.
4.8 Threats to Validity
Threats to internal validity concern the external factors not considered in our study:
The selection of FOSS libraries is based on the number of usages from within SAP.
Such selection criterion may yield a sample not representative of what libraries are most
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Algorithm 2: Effect of the proposed methodology on an individual library
input : Sample of analysed libraries AnalysedLibs, sets of deployed dependencies, grouped
dependencies, and dead dependencies
output: Effect of the Vuln4Real methodology on a software library
1 V uln_Paths← ∅ // Output according to the standard approach
2 V uln_Paths_filtered← ∅ // Output according to Vuln4Real
3 Dead_deps← ∅ ;
4 i = 0 ;
5 while i < 100 do
// Random selection of 12 libraries
6 l = 0;
7 Libs← ∅ ;
8 while l < 12 do
9 lib← {Random(lib)|lib ∈ AnalysedLibs)} // random selection of a library
10 lib_version← {Random(version)|version ∈ lib} // random selection of a library
version
11 Libs← Libs ∪ lib_version ;
12 l = l + 1;
13 end
// Calculation of the results according to the standard approach
14 V uln_Paths← V ulnPaths(Libs) ;
// Calculation of the results according to the proposed methodology
15 V uln_Paths_filtered← DeployedOnly(V uln_Paths) // Leave only deployed deps
16 V uln_Paths_filtered← Group(V uln_Paths_filtered) // Group coupled deps
17 Dead_deps← Dead(V uln_Paths_filtered) // Get dead deps
18 i = i+ 1 ;
19 end
Table 4.9: Impact of the proposed methodology on the view of a single developer
Issues SoA Ours
CI CI ∆µ SoA
No problem [103, 123] [106, 126] +3
in dead deps – [6, 8] +7
Problem
total [10, 12] [7, 9] -3
in your code [0.3, 0.6] [0.3, 0.6] 0
in your within-project deps – [1, 2] +1
in your direct deps [4, 5] [4, 5] +1
in your transitive deps [5, 7] [1, 2] -4
in dead deps – [0.1, 0.3] +0.2
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Table 4.10: Possible errors at each step of the Vuln4Real methodology
# name of step FP FN Reason
1 Extraction of a dependency tree We employ actual mechanisms of
a dependency management system
to extract dependencies and re-
solve version conflicts.
2 Identification of development-only
dependencies
7 FN may happen if some of depen-
dencies are specified as excluded,
and therefore, not shipped with the
dependent library instance.
3 Identification of within-project de-
pendencies
7 7 In case of Maven both FP and FN
are possible if a project do not fol-
low Maven name conventions.
4 Identification of dead dependencies 7 A library may be falsely classified
as dead due to an unusually long
release time interval.
5 Identification of dependencies with
known vulnerabilities
Generally, Vuln4Real is not af-
fected by any errors at this step.
However, the code-centric vulnera-
bility mapping approach [84] used
in this study may not be applied
for some vulnerable library in-
stances (for example, vulnerabili-
ties whose fixes do not involve code
changes or vulnerabilities that are
due to the deserialization of un-
trusted data).
6 Path extraction This step implies only postprocess-
ing of the results, and therefore, is
not affected by any errors, besides
the implementation mistakes (that
we tried our best to reduce).
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relevant for other industrial companies or FOSS developers. To check the popularity of
the studied libraries within the FOSS community, we obtained the information about
library usages from MVNRepository and the number of FOSS contributors that claimed
to use the selected libraries from BlackDuck Openhub25. The results obtained from both
sources suggested us that selected libraries are popular within the FOSS developers. Since
SAP is a large multinational software development company with a significant number of
Java projects, we believe that the threat of industrial non-representativeness is minimal.
The vulnerability database used for our case study may not cover all known vulnera-
bilities. To minimize this threat SAP conducted an internal study of the vulnerability
dataset, which concluded that it covers 90% of all NVD vulnerabilities reported for FOSS
projects developed in Java. The coverage is closer to 100% when considering the FOSS
projects most relevant for SAP. Hence, we believe that this threat has minimal influence
on the results of our analysis.
The proposed conservative model for identification of whether a certain dependency
has become dead may introduce some misclassifications. To examine the reliability of
the proposed model, we randomly selected 100 distinct library instances identified to be
dead. Then we manually looked for any available information of whether a new version
of a dead library is planned to be released. For this purpose, for every dead library we
checked (when possible) (i) their software repositories, (ii) release pages, or (iii) other
available resources returned by Google searches. The manual analysis did not reveal any
libraries falsely reported to be dead.
Threats to external validity concern the generalization of results of a case study:
Currently we considered only Maven based projects. We used Apache Maven, because
it provides very comfortable way to handle dependency management and is wildly used
within both FOSS and commercial projects. Clearly, dependency analysis can be enlarged
to other build automation systems, like Ant or Gradle. Although our tool depends sig-
nificantly on Apache Maven, the methodology that we present in this chapter is language
independent and it only relies on the availability of a dependency management mecha-
nism, such as those provided for Java (Maven, Gradle), Javascript (npm), Python (pip),
PHP (pear), and so forth.
We use Maven groupIds as an approximation for a project. This may potentially lead
to an incorrect grouping of libraries because some projects may use the same cross-project
groupIds, or conversely, different groupIds to identify their components. The former threat
has a minimal impact, since the Maven naming convention of assigning different group
identifiers to distinct projects is quite well established. We observed the latter case for test
25https://www.openhub.net/
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or example libraries, e.g., org.apache.activemq has a subgroup org.apache.activemq.tooling. We
considered two groupIds as equal if one of the two includes the other groupId (as in the
activemq example). The projects that cannot be distinguished only by groupId could be
distinguished using additional atributes, such as Repository, ProjectID, and others (which
might be specific to certain language ecosystems).
Table 4.10 shows the potential impact of the threats to validity discussed above on
each step of Vuln4Real.
4.9 Conclusions
In this chapter we have proposed the Vuln4Real methodology for a reliable measurement
of vulnerable dependencies in FOSS libraries. In particular, the proposed methodology
extends the state-of-the art approaches to analysing software dependencies by applying
several steps, such as (i) filtering development-only dependencies, (ii) grouping depen-
dencies on their belonging to software projects, and (iii) determining whether a certain
dependency is dead.
To demonstrate Vuln4Real, we selected 200 most used FOSS Maven based libraries
from within SAP. To perform the analysis we have built a tool that leverages the func-
tionality of Apache Maven to extract the library dependencies and applies the Vuln4Real
postprocessing steps.
The results of our study demonstrate that the proposed methodology changes the view
on the situation regarding software dependencies:
• it removes alerts about 27% of direct and 21% of transitive dependencies with known
vulnerabilities, that cannot be exploited;
• the proposed methodology reveals that as much as 21% of direct dependencies af-
fected by known security vulnerabilities are within-project dependencies of the anal-
ysed libraries, hence, their developers should directly fix such vulnerabilities in the
code of their projects.
• according to the SoA approach, it may seem that developers of the analysed libraries
have direct control of only 37% of the vulnerable dependencies, while in reality they
are responsible for fixing 80% of the deployed vulnerable dependencies.
• the results of the dependency study suggest that 13.2% of the total number of
dependencies are not receiving updates, and therefore, may not have a fixed version
if a security issue is discovered. Such dependencies should be used with caution,
since mitigations of their bugs and bugs of their dependencies may be costly;
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• the library simulation shows that Vuln4Real has a positive impact on the correct
resolution of dependency analysis results of a single industrial library.
As future directions of our research we plan to identify a precise model for automatic
identification of whether a certain library is dead and to complement the existing stud-
ies on the reasons why developers do not update dependencies with an investigation of
developers’ behavior with regard to security-related updates.
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Chapter 5
Technical Debt and the Risk of
Leverage in the Free Open Source
Software Ecosystem
5.1 Introduction
The notion of technical debt [20] captures the cost of reworks caused by a quick inclusion of
a functionality into a software project, instead of its proper (but often time-consuming)
quality assessment. Such a concept is widely adopted by both commercial and Open
Source Software (FOSS) that import functionality from third-party components as de-
pendencies of their projects.
Dependency management systems, like Apache Maven1 or Gradle2, make the proce-
dure of managing software dependencies fully automated, and therefore, extremely easy
to use. However, as reported by several studies [49,78], the black-box approach to depen-
dency management also hides bugs and security vulnerabilities introduced via dependen-
cies, and therefore, prevents developers from proper maintenance (i.e., timely updates)
of their dependencies. This may end up in severe security incidents, as the one occurred
with Equifax, where over 100’000 credit card records were leaked due to the vulnerability
introduced into the project by an outdated software dependency3.
As Allman [3] drew parallels between technical and monetary debts, one may relate
dependencies in FOSS to the well-studied financial leverage instruments whose excessive
1https://maven.apache.org/
2https://gradle.org/
3https://blogs.apache.org/foundation/entry/media-alert-the-apache-software
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use might cause a financial crisis (for example, in [52,92]).
In this chapter, we show the level of technical debt and leverage in the FOSS ecosystem
on the sample of 200 most used FOSS Java Maven-based libraries by the proprietary
projects of a multinational software company, which correspond to 10905 distinct library
instances, when considering all the library versions. Our analysis of the code development
process suggests the possibility of applying financial models to the ecosystem of FOSS
projects to estimate the risks of technical bankruptcy, and therefore, avoid (or at least
minimize) negative consequences.
5.2 Terminology
In this paper we rely on the terminology established among practitioners (e.g., the users
of Apache Maven) and consolidated by Pashchenko et al. [78]:
• A library is a separately distributed software component, which typically consists
of a logically grouped set of classes (objects) or methods (functions). To avoid any
ambiguity, we refer to a specific version of a library as a library instance.
• A dependency is a library instance, some functionality of which is used by another
library instance (the dependent library instance).
• A dependency tree is a representation of a software library instance and its depen-
dencies where each node is a library instance and edges connect dependent library
instances to their direct dependencies.
• A direct dependency is directly invoked from the dependent library instance, while
a transitive dependency is connected to the root library instance of a dependency
tree through a path with more than one edge.
• A project is a set of libraries developed and/or maintained together by a group of
developers. Dependencies belonging to the same project of the dependent library
instance are own dependencies, while library instances maintained by other projects
are third-party dependencies.
Additionally, for each library instance in our sample we identify the following dimen-
sions that characterize a library
• Own size (`own) as the number of lines of own code in the files of a library.
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• Dependency size (`dep) as the sum of the lines of code of (third-party) direct and
transitive dependencies of a library.
• Total size (`total) as the sum of own and dependency sizes of a library.
• Leverage (`dep/`own) as the relation between own and third parties’ code.
5.3 Technical Debt in the FOSS ecosystem
Technical and monetary debts share several common concepts [3]:
• the debt has to be eventually paid;
• there exists some interest (an extra cost), when the debt is paid back;
• in case a debt cannot be turned back, there is a very high cost that exposes the
borrower to bankruptcy, i.e., to abandon the affected activity.
According to the recent literature review [5], most of the academic studies consider the
not well-written own code of a project as a source of a technical debt for a software project.
However, current projects actively rely on software dependencies: the dependency size of
a project may exceed its own size by as much as 400% [81].
Since developers are only responsible for fixing bugs and security vulnerabilities within
own code of their project, (FOSS) dependencies seem to be very attractive: while software
projects import functionality of their dependencies, the technical debt of this code stays
with the developers of those projects. This may create a misleading feeling of a ‘freebie’
functionality both in terms of technical debt and development cost.
However, real-world software projects face the issue of keeping their dependencies up-
to-date [19, 78]. This issue is due to the cost of upgrading project dependencies, that
may introduce incompatible (breaking [36]) changes in its newer version. In this case
developers of a dependent project have to refactor its own code and perform a thorough
testing, i.e., spend some development effort (or, in other words, pay the cost of upgrading).
If developers decide to postpone the upgrade of a dependency, it exposes the dependent
projects to bugs and vulnerabilities fixed in the dependency from the time of the release
of the adopted version4. Hence, the technical debt of the dependent project increases.
Even if a software project keeps its dependencies up-to-date, this still does not elim-
inate the technical debt completely. Since software developers want to have as less bugs
4In some cases, dependent projects keep using outdated components for more than 10 years [23].
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Table 5.1: Descriptive statistics of the library sample
We considered the 200 most popular FOSS Java libraries used by a multinational software company in its
own software, which resulted in 10905 distinct library versions.
mean median st.dev min max Q1 Q3
#lib versions 54.52 35.00 49.24 1.0 248 15.00 87.00
lib version size (KLoC) 47.20 17.92 75.41 2.0 496 5.73 44.43
#direct deps 4.26 2.00 6.80 0.0 51 0.00 6.00
dep size (KLoC) 262.80 164.30 314.70 2.0 2338 62.29 309.60
as possible, they logically select stable versions of software dependencies, i.e., released
versions5. In this case the technical debt connected with the dependency code exists due
to intermediate commits introduced by the dependency contributors from the time of the
last release. Although for most cases, the relatively short size of a time interval between
releases allows software developers to ignore such technical debt, some FOSS libraries
have a release interval spanning over several years (e.g., the updated version 1.1.2 of the
library commons-logging.commons-logging.1.1.1 was released after 6 years). Such technical
debt cannot be safely ignored by developers of the dependent projects.
5.4 Data selection
For the study of the FOSS ecosystem, we have selected the top 200 FOSS Maven based
libraries used by a set of over 500 Java projects (actual products and software developed
by the company for internal use) developed at a large software manufacturer. The resulted
set corresponds to 10905 library instances when considering all versions and includes such
widely used libraries, like org.slf4j:slf4j-api and org.apache.httpcomponents:httpclient. Table
5.1 presents the descriptive statistics of the selected library sample.
We use the information directly available from the dependency management system.
The FOSS libraries distributed via Apache Maven are published on the Maven Central
Software Repository6, that keeps all the publicly released versions of its libraries, i.e., their
packages (for example, jar), project object model files (pom-files), and, often, some extra
information, such as source code of a library or its documentation (JavaDoc). Maven
also provides a Dependency plug-in, that allows us to retrieve a list of dependencies of a
particular library instance. In this study, we use only direct dependencies, since we want
to focus on the dependencies directly controlled by developers of the analyzed libraries.
5This option is also supported by dependency management systems.
6http://central.maven.org/maven2/
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Algorithm 3: Extract own size of a library version
input : A folder dir with the source code of a library
output: The number of lines of code in a library num_locs
1 file_list← getAllF ileNames(dir) // Get the list of all file names in the folder dir
2 num_locs← 0;
3 for file|file ∈ file_list do
// Counting the number of lines in a file
4 lines← readAllLines(file) // Load content of a file
5 if isCodeF ile(file) then
// Including only code containing files
6 for line ∈ lines do
// Counting only lines that are not empty and are not comments
7 if line <> ∅ and isNotComment(line) then
8 num_locs← num_locs+ 1;
9 end
10 end
11 end
12 end
We follow Algorithm 3 to identify the own size of a library instance. To calculate the
size of library dependencies, we recursively apply the Algorithm 3 to each dependency
and then sum the resulting number of lines of code (LoCs). For several library instances
(or their dependencies) there was no source code available, so we had to remove them
from our analysis. The final list comprises 8464 library instances.
5.5 Code Changes in FOSS Ecosystem: Random Pro-
cess
After an FOSS project is started and code changes (development cost) are required,
developers can abandon development and maintenance if their (security) technical debt is
too high, fixing the bugs is too complex and prospects do not look promising (or developers
simply lose interest in such development). Mirroring a duality of what happens in the
financial literature with dropping prices (or raising supply costs) [52], developers will
suffer the equivalent of a technical bankruptcy when the required code changes will raise
sufficiently. At technical bankruptcy, a library value becomes negligible7. De facto, the
7This is a simplification as the code can be reused in other projects. We do not introduce such option
here to keep the mathematical model simple.
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Each line in the figure shows the evolution of the cumulative size of code changes (both in own and
dependency sizes) for a library in our sample from the time of the first release of this library. The
majority of libraries have small deviations of total library size, while some libraries either increase or
decrease their total size.
Figure 5.1: Cumulative size of code changes in time
library’s ownership is left to the library’s users who will incur the bankruptcy costs8. If
development cost continues to raise, at some point the library will be abandoned, which
would eventually expose the dependents of such libraries to a high number of bugs and
security vulnerabilities.
To understand the nature of the FOSS code development process, we have studied
how the total size of the libraries in our sample changes between releases.
Developers of some libraries maintain several versions of the library at the same time.
For example, the developers of Apache Tomcat9 project supported four versions (7.0.x,
8.0.x, 8.5.x, and 9.0.x) of org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-catalina library for the last three years
(starting from March, 2016). Hence, we constructed chains of consecutive releases for
libraries in our sample according to Algorithm 4.
Figure 5.1 presents the evolution of cumulative changes of total sizes for the FOSS
8For example, SAP would have to compensate damage to the affected customers, in case of a security
breach due to a vulnerability exploitation in a third-party component of a company product. Hence, SAP
has to provide appropriate maintenance (including upgrades and patch creation) of all the third-party
components shipped along with its proprietary projects [23].
9http://tomcat.apache.org/
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Algorithm 4: Extract consecutive release chains from a library set
input : A set of library names libraries
output: A set of lists of consecutive releases releases
1 releases← [];
2 for library ∈ libraries do
3 cur_lib = library.getGA() // Use groupId:artifactId as identificator for the
current library
4 releases[cur_lib]← [];
5 branches← []// Prepare a list for storing library branches
6 for i ∈ range(0, len(library)) do
7 lib_version← library[i] // get i-th library instance of a library
8 if releases[cur_lib] == ∅ then
9 releases[cur_lib]← [lib_version];
10 end
11 lib_v_id = cur_lib+ lib_version[0] // Calculate id of a library version
12 if lib_v_id ∈ branches then
13 releases[lib_v_id].append(lib_version);
14 else
15 if lib_version < releases[cur_lib][−1] then
16 branches.append(lib_v_id);
17 releases[lib_v_id] = [lib_version];
18 else
19 releases[cur_lib].append(lib_version);
20 end
21 end
22 end
23 end
libraries in our sample. Although several libraries significantly increased their total size
(up to 2 million LoCs), most of the observed libraries tend to have small deviations of the
total size (<20K LoCs). Also, developers of several libraries constantly consolidated code
of their libraries, which resulted in the reduction of the total sizes of up to 50K LoCs.
This observation suggests that applicability of financial models [8, 52, 62, 92, 96] that
describe ecosystems, where participants exchange financial assets to leverage their bene-
fits, is promising to be investigated for FOSS projects. These models suggest that if such
leverage exceeds a certain threshold there might be a crisis for the whole ecosystem.
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5.6 Changes in FOSS Ecosystem: Dependency Adop-
tion
Dependency-
removing
Self-development Self-optimizationDependency-
adoption 
θ = 0
∘
θ = 90
∘
θ = 180
∘
θ = 270
∘
The picks at the KDE for the angles of library evolution plots suggest that developers of libraries with
own code size smaller than 100 KLoCs tend to operate with their dependencies: they mostly adopt new
dependencies and sometimes consolidate them.
The KDE of the library evolution vectors for the libraries bigger than 100 KLoCs suggest, that developers
of such libraries tend to increase the size of own code of their libraries while importing some functionality
from new dependencies (both adopting new dependencies and upgrading currently used ones).
Figure 5.2: Kernel density estimation plots for angles of library evolution vectors
To understand which libraries are most vulnerable to leverage risk, we propose to use
change velocity vectors (see Section 4.2) to characterize changes between two consecutive
releases of a library:
Definition 1
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Table 5.2: Linear model fit to check the correlation between ρ and release time
Regression fit parameters for libraries with own_size ≤ 100 KLoCs: root mean squared error = 95.7;
R2 = 0.15; R2adjusted = 0.15. Regression fit parameters for libraries with own_size > 100 KLoCs: root
mean squared error = 29.5; R2 = 0.24; R2adjusted = 0.24.
time_rel ∼ ρ
own_size+dep_size
estimate stand.err. t-stat p-value
own_size ≤ 100KLoCs 26.51 2.50 10.62 5.61*10−26
own_size > 100KLoCs 44.38 6.80 6.52 2.26*10−10
Change Velocity Vector 〈∆`dep,∆`own〉 characterizes how a library changes between
releases r0 and r1 with respect to its own and dependency sizes:
〈∆`dep,∆`own〉 = 〈`dep(r1)− `dep(r0), `own(r1)− `own(r0)〉 (5.1)
In particular, the library development behavior can be described using polar coordi-
nates of the change velocity vector. I.e., considering different values of the change velocity
angle θ (the angle between the change velocity vector and the x-axis), we identify four
main directions of a library evolution as shown in the top of Figure 5.2:
• Dependency adoption (θ = 0o) - software developers increase the size of library
dependencies, while not changing its own size: ∆`dep > 0,∆`own → 0
• Self-development (θ = 90o) - developers do not change the dependency size, while
increasing its own size: ∆`dep → 0,∆`own > 0
• Dependency removing (θ = 180o) - software developers decrease the dependency
size, while not changing its own size: ∆`dep < 0,∆`own → 0
• Self-optimization (θ = 270o) - developers do not change the dependency size, while
decreasing its own size: ∆`dep → 0,∆`own < 0
Combination of these library evolution directions can describe every change of a library.
For example, if both own and dependency sizes increase between two consecutive releases
of a library (θ ∈ (0o, 90o)), one may say, that its developers both adopt new dependencies
and perform self-development of the library.
Intuitively, the radial distance ρ of the change velocity vector may serve as an indicator
for a distance of a library from the point of becoming halted. To check the correlation
between ρ and the time that developers need to release a library (rel_time), we have
used the linear regression model. The direct fit of the linear model rel_time ∼ ρ did not
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We observe, that libraries with smaller own size (<100 KLoCs) have almost 4 times longer library evolu-
tion vectors than the libraries with big code base (>100 KLoCs), and therefore, have a higher probability
of becoming halted.
Figure 5.3: Kernel density estimation plots for lengths of library evolution vectors
show significant correlation between the variables (p− value 0.05). However, we found
that the release time of a library and ρ has correlation, when the total size of the library
is considered: rel_time ∼ ρ
own_size+dep_size . Table 5.2 shows the fitting results of linear
models for libraries with own_size ≤ 100KLoCs and own_size > 100KLoCs.
The R2 of the linear model fit does not allow us to conclude that ρ could be used as a
single predictor of rel_time. However, the results of the fit suggest that there is a positive
relation between these variables (both estimates are positive): as ρ increases, so increases
the probability for a library to become halted. Depending on such a library may have
unpleasant consequences [78]: in case a vulnerability is discovered in a halted dependency,
there would be no new version that fixes it, hence the developers of the dependent project
would have to apply a costly mitigation strategy. Additionally, a halted library may
transitively introduce security vulnerability into its dependent library as there would be
no version of a library, that adopts the fixed version of the transitive dependency.
Using the change velocity vectors for the libraries in our sample, we observe the fol-
lowing:
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The developers of relatively small software libraries (with own size smaller than 100 KLoCs) operate with
a huge leverage: sometimes, the dependency size for such libraries is four orders of magnitude greater
than their own code size. In other words, they ship mostly somebody else’s code. The leverage of large
libraries (> 100 KLoCs) does not exceed their size of more than an order of magnitude (in few cases)
and is typically much smaller than the size of their own code.
Figure 5.4: The risk of leverage in comparison to the own size of a library
• Analysis of the change velocity angles θ (Figure 5.2): the developers of small libraries
(≤ 100KLoCs) either adopt or remove software dependencies. The developers of big
libraries (> 100KLoCs) also change software dependencies, but they often modify
own code of their libraries at the same time.
• Analysis of the change velocity radial distances ρ (Figure 5.3): small software li-
braries (≤ 100KLoCs) have three times longer change velocity vectors comparing
to the big libraries (> 100KLoCs), and therefore, have higher probability of be-
coming halted.
5.7 Code Changes in FOSS Ecosystem: Leverage
As we observe from Table 5.1, FOSS developers widely adopt dependencies to reduce
their development effort. Figure 5.4 shows the comparison of own and dependency sizes
in the analyzed sample of software libraries. We observe that library instances use a large
code base of dependencies, that may 10000 times exceed their own size. This especially
applies to the software libraries with a relatively small code base (less than 100 KLoCs).
The increase of the own size of a library leads to the decrease of the relative size of their
dependencies. For the selected library sample, the libraries with the own size bigger than
150 KLoCs have 100 times smaller size of software dependencies.
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Velocity plots for the changes of size in a software library support our finding regarding the randomness
and the riskiness of the FOSS code development process: for small libraries with less than 100KLoCs both
own and dependency size changes may have various values from less than 1% up to 100% of a code base.
Figure 5.5: Velocity vector plots for the changes of size in a software library
Figure 5.5 shows the velocity plots of changes in own size of software libraries from
our sample. We observe that library instances may have a variety of changes in code sizes
from less than 1% of the own code base up to the size of a change equal to the own size
of a library instance with an average of ∆`own = 234.76 LoCs (st.dev = 3.02 KLoCs) for
libraries with own sizes smaller than 100 KLoCs and an average of ∆`own = 598.91 LoCs
(st.dev = 28.79 KLoCs) for bigger libraries (>100 KLoCs).
Much larger changes (several magnitude larger than their own code base in several
cases) are due to changes in their dependencies. We observe that huge changes in size of
dependencies are typical for library instances with own size less than 100 KLoCs (average
∆`dep = 505.96 KLoCs, st.dev = 62.06 KLoCs), while bigger libraries do not have changes
in software dependencies that exceed their own size (average ∆`dep = 1.65 KLoCs, st.dev =
25.68 KLoCs).
Since ρ and θ characterize the size and type of change of a library between two con-
secutive releases and leverage is a measure of the size of “borrowed” functionality, we are
interested to know whether these metrics could be used to assess the quality of the own
code of the library from the security point of view. As a criteria for such an assessment,
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Figure 5.6: Leverage vs ρ
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we use presence of a security vulnerability that affects the analysed library. However, a
vulnerability may originate both from library dependencies and its own code. Since many
software dependencies are affected by security vulnerabilities (see Chapter 4), they may
bias the assessment of the quality of the own code of a library. Hence, we will consider
only vulnerabilities that affect own code of analysed libraries for the quality assessment.
To identify whether own code of an analysed library is affected by security vulnerabil-
ity, we used the publicly available data of the Snyk database10 that is constantly updated
and for July 2019 contains data about more than 2100 vulnerabilities in the libraries dis-
tributed via Apache Maven dependency management system. Each entry in the database
contains the information about a security vulnerability; the library own code of which is
affected by the vulnerability; and the range of affected library versions.
Figure 5.6 shows the leverage-ρ ratio for the libraries in our sample. We observe, that
small libraries (own code ≤ 100 KLoCs) with both high (leverage > 300) and low (leverage
< 1) leverage, as well as big libraries (own code > 100) with high leverage (more than 3)
have safe own code.
Figure 5.7 shows the relation between leverage and type of library changes (θ). We
observe, that small libraries (own code ≤ 100 KLoCs) with θ ∈ [−45; 225] are more
likely to be vulnerable. Such libraries either include/remove functionality from software
dependencies or increase their own code base, and therefore, are likely to be under active
development. In contract, there are less vulnerable small libraries with θ ∈ (225; 315).
Such libraries decrease the size of their own code, and therefore, they are likely to review
the already developed functionality instead of developing new features (i.e., to be mature).
Visual analysis of leverage–θ relation plots for libraries with own code > 100 KLoCs
(Figure 5.8) suggests that in case of a big library there always exists a chance that its
own code is affected by a security vulnerability.
5.8 Threats to Validity
The internal validity may be influenced by the fact that we have based the FOSS library
selection for this study on their popularity from within a company. We surveyed the usage
data of the selected sample from MVNRepository.com11 and the number of users from
BlackDuck Openhub12. Since both sources showed that libraries in our sample are also
popular among the FOSS developers, we believe, the internal validity threat of our study
10https://snyk.io/vuln
11https://mvnrepository.com/
12https://www.openhub.net/
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is minimal.
The generalization of the presented results may be exposed to an external validity
threat since we considered only Maven based libraries. In this study, we aimed at cre-
ating awareness regarding the effects of technical debt and leverage within the software
ecosystem. Since Maven has the largest share of users between the developers in the Java
ecosystem13, our results reflect the practice of the majority of Java developers. Also, our
study is easy to replicate for other dependency management systems.
5.9 Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter we have used the 200 industry-relevant FOSS libraries, that resulted in
10905 library instances when considered all library versions, to show the level of leverage
and technical debt in the ecosystem of FOSS projects. Our analysis of the code develop-
ment process suggests that application of financial models for the FOSS ecosystem may
be promising, since such models may help estimation of risks of technical bankruptcy,
i.e., a crisis situation when FOSS developers halt maintenance of software libraries and
dependent projects loose interest in using FOSS dependencies.
As a future work, we plan to adjust the existing financial models to the FOSS ecosys-
tem and use the data from the real-world FOSS software libraries to calculate the thresh-
olds for software developers to work on new functionality for their libraries, to reduce
their technical debt, or to quit the development process.
13https://zeroturnaround.com/rebellabs/java-tools-and-technologies-landscape-2016/
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Figure 5.7: Leverage vs θ for libraries with own_size ≤ 100 KLoCs
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Figure 5.8: Leverage vs θ for libraries with own_size > 100 KLoCs
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Chapter 6
Developers’ perception of software
dependencies
In this chapter we present the results of our qualitative study of the FOSS ecosystem. For
the study we have run 15 semi-structured interviews with software developers of 4 most
popular programming languages (C/C++, Java, JavaScript, Python) to understand their
perception of software dependencies.
6.1 Introduction
Vulnerable dependencies are a known problem in the nowadays software ecosystems [49,
78]. Usually software developers introduce dependencies, when they need to add a new
functionality into their projects. And then they have to maintain those dependencies as
a part of the software development life cycle of their projects. However, current empir-
ical studies provide some limited insights on the developers’ strategies for selection and
management of FOSS dependencies: they either report some developers’ feedback as a
support to the proposed metrics [19, 49] or focus the data collection within one software
development company [9,80]. Moreover, we do not find any empirical study, that reports
the influence of security concerns on the developers’ decisions.
Hence, we were interested in finding the decision making strategies that software de-
velopers follow for selecting and updating software dependencies, as well as the influence
of security concerns on their decisions:
• RQ1: How do security concerns influence developer strategies for selecting software
dependencies to include in their projects?
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• RQ2: How do security concerns influence developer decisions of updating depen-
dencies versus using the same versions?
Additionally, we have investigated the questions of whether software developers use
any automatic tools to support the dependency management process:
• RQ3: Which methods and/or techniques do developers apply, while managing soft-
ware dependencies?
• RQ4: How do developers mitigate bugs and vulnerabilities in dependencies that do
not have fixed versions?
In this chapter we present the empirical study based on the semi-structured inter-
views with 15 professional software developers. The interviewees have at least 3 years of
professional experience at various positions spanning from regular software developers to
company CTOs. They come from 15 companies located in 7 different countries, such as
Germany, Italy, The Netherlands, Russia, Slovenia, United Kingdom, and Vietnam.
We have found, that developers are more worried about security, rather than function-
ality issues introduced by software dependencies. They report, that dependency manage-
ment requires many resources and the current dependency analysis tools are not usable,
since the tools do not suit developers’ work flow. The interviewed professionals consider
code analysis tools to be similar to the dependency analysis tools. Two developers even
expressed the desire to have the results of static analysis and dependency analysis tools
to be combined into one report.
6.2 Qualitative Theory Construction
In this study we have adopted the Grounded Theory approach proposed by Glaser and
Strauss [32, Ch.6]. Figure 6.1 summarizes the approach we used. It follows the principle
of emergence [31], according to which data gain their relevance in the analysis through a
systematic generation and iterative conceptualization of codes, concepts and categories.
Data is analyzed, broken into manageable pieces (codes) and compared for similarities and
differences. Similar concepts are grouped together under the same conceptual heading
(category). Categories are developed in terms of their properties and dimensions and
finally they provide the structure of the theory [97].
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Figure 6.1: Research Stream
6.2.1 Data Collection
The core part of this study is the information received from software developers on their
perception of software dependencies. We could involve various techniques for collection
of such knowledge, such as online surveys or controlled experiments. However, these
methods imply forcing the investigator point of view, and therefore, may blur the real
developers’ opinions. Since in our study we were looking for the actual (and sometimes
hidden) perceptions of industrial professionals on software dependencies, the method of
semi-structured interviews suited best our goals [103].
Interviewee selection - failed attempt. First, to invite software developers for the
interviews, we decided to reach developers of the most popular open-source Java projects.
For this purpose we created a search on Github by the key word "Java" and selected the
top 20 most starred projects. Then we used our tool for the dependency study (See §6.2.1
for details) to generate dependency analysis reports for those projects. We sent these
reports to the main contributors (or owners) of the selected projects and asked them to
provide their feedback on the reports as well as to dedicate some time for an interview.
Unfortunately, this activity did not provide us with the sufficient number of interviewees,
because there was only one response.
As suggested by B.Adams [2], the most likely reason for the fact, that software de-
velopers of the most popular Github projects ignored us, is that they may be overloaded
by the various research studies. I.e., the developer selection approach we followed is very
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tempting for researchers. Hence, developers of popular research projects may receive
many emails with different requests for participation in various scientific studies. So, they
treat such kind of requests as spam and ignore it. In our case the request for the study
contained also an attachment. And in the light of constantly increasing threat of ran-
somware, the such kind of emails looked very suspicious. So, we had to select a different
strategy for hiring interviewees.
Table 6.1: Interviewees in our sample
The interviewed developers come from 15 countries and various company types, i.e., large enterprises
(LE), small/medium enterprises (SME), programming language user groups (UG), and FOSS projects.
# position company location
professional
experience, years
primary
languages
I1 CTO SME Germany 3+ Python,
JavaScript
I2 Moderator UG Italy 10+ Java
I3 Developer LE Italy 10+ Java, JavaScript
I4 CEO SME Slovenia 7+ Python,
JavaScript
I5 Developer SME The Netherlands 3+ Python
I6 Freelancer SME Russia 3+ Python,
JavaScript
I7 Developer SME Germany 5+ Python,
JavaScript
I8 Developer LE Russia 4+ Python,
JavaScript
I9 CTO SME Italy 4+ JavaScript
I10 Developer LE Germany 10+ C/C++
I11 Developer LE Vietnam 5+ C/C++
I12 Developer SME Germany 4+ Java, Python
I13 Team leader LE Russia 10+ C#, JavaScript
I14 Developer SME Russia 4+ Java, C#
I15 FOSS Project
Leader
FOSS project UK 10+ Python, C/C++
Interviewee selection - the way we followed. As an alternative source for finding soft-
ware developers we referred to local developers’ communities, in particular Speck&Tech1,
Java Virtual Machine User Group in Trentino Alto Adige Südtirol2, EIT Digital Alumni3.
1https://speckand.tech/
2http://www.jugtaas.org/
3https://alumni.eitdigital.eu/
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We used the public channels for these groups to post our call for interviews. Additionally
we applied the snowball sampling approach [30] to increase the number of interviewees,
by asking the respondents to also invite their friends for the interviews.
Table 6.1 presents the interviewees in our sample. For our study we recruited soft-
ware developers, that are professionals in one of the following programming languages:
C/C++, C#, Java, JavaScript, or Python. The interviewees have at least 3 years of pro-
fessional working experience (with more than 10 years for 4 developers) and hold various
positions, spanning from regular and senior developers to team leaders and CTOs. They
work either as freelancers or come from both small companies and large corporations. In
total we interviewed 15 software developers coming from 15 companies located in 7 coun-
tries. Hence, the subjects can be seen as a small, but representative selection of software
developers that work with software dependencies.
Although all interviewed software developers use software dependencies in their projects,
different development communities may influence the way how developers perceive soft-
ware dependencies. One may argue that the interviewees in our sample have very different
perceptions on dependency management question, since we have interviewed software de-
velopers of four programming languages (See Table 6.1) and there exist several dependency
managers for one language: for example, Apache Maven, Gradle, Apache Ant, and Apache
Ivy are the dependency managers used by Java projects. However, Java developers in our
sample use Maven, which corresponds with the recent study by S.Maple [61] that reports
Maven to have the largest share of users. JavaScript and Python have default depen-
dency managers npm and pip consequently. C/C++ languages are a bit different, since
they do not have a preferred dependency manager. Although there exist several alterna-
tives, C/C++ developers mostly import third-party code by simply copying it into their
projects. Hence, although there exist many various dependency management alternatives
for each programming language, in practice one dependency management strategy is used
by the majority of developers of each programming language.
6.2.2 Interview process
To collect primary data, we had interview sessions with software developers lasting ap-
proximately 30 minutes. We met personally the interviewees who reside in Trento, while
we scheduled remote meetings via Skype4 or Webex5. Although we did not specify any
fixed structure for the interviews and allowed software developers to define the flow of the
4https://www.skype.com/en/
5https://www.webex.com/
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discussion, all our interviews included the following parts:
Introduction - an interviewer describes the context and mentions some details regarding
the background and motivation for the interviews. I.e., we used the development of
the dependency analysis tool [78] as the background and the goal “to make it suitable
for the needs of real-world developers” as the motivation. We have also specified
that we are looking for the personal experience of a software developer on
the topic of software dependencies;
Developer’s self presentation - a developer describes us her professional experience
and the context of her current activities;
Selection of new dependencies - a developer tells us about the process of selection
and including new dependencies into her software projects;
Updating of software dependencies - an interviewee explains the motivations and
insights of updating software dependencies in her projects. I.e., when it is the right
time to update, how often she updates software dependencies, and if there is any
routine or regulation regarding the dependency update process in her organisation;
Usage of some automatic tool for dependency analysis - a developer describes an
automatic tool (if it is used), that facilitates dependency analysis process in her
projects, and provides some general details about the integration of this tool into
her development process;
Mitigation of issues introduced by software dependencies - an interviewee describes
how she addresses issues, like bugs or security vulnerabilities, introduced by software
dependencies;
Other general comments regarding dependency management - at this stage we
ask for some general perceptions, comments or recommendations, that a developer
may give regarding the process of dependency management and, in particular, about
the security issues introduced by software dependencies.
6.3 Data analysis
6.3.1 Interview coding
The first phase of analysis (open coding) consists of collating the key point statements
from each focus group transcript; a code summarizing the key points in a few words is
assigned to each key point statement.
The author of this dissertation and one other PhD student from the security research
group of the University of Trento independently followed the “iterative process” described
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by Saldaña [91] to code the transcribed interviews6. Then they looked together at the
resulted codes and agreed on the common code structure, which was reviewed by the PhD
students supervisor not involved into the preliminary coding process. The final set of codes
comprises 25 items and is listed in Table 6.3. We have grouped the codes on their topics,
which resulted in 6 categories: developers’ perception, programming language, issues,
process, dependencies, and general topic.
Table 6.3: List of codes
category code code meaning
developers’
perception
it was a problem Developer perceives something as a problem
not a problem Developer assumes something not to be a problem
recommendation Developer extremely likes something and recom-
mends this for others
programming
language
C/C++ Developer talks about C or C++
Java Developer talks about Java
JavaScript Developer talks about JavaScript
Python Developer talks about Python
issues
broken A dependency breaks the build of software project
or causes compatibility issues
bugs Unexpected software behavior, that causes
crashes, failures, errors, etc.
lack of resource Lack of resource (human, time, information, cost)
license issues Issues related to license of software (e.g., license
compatibility)
no fix available There is no fixed version of a dependency or there
is even no guideline on how to fix bug/vulnerabil-
ity
process
automation Substitution of a manual task execution with a
script or a tool
code analysis tool An automated tool, that checks for the issues in
the code of a software project (e.g., static analysis
tools)
company integra-
tion process
Description of a company strategy for releas-
ing/development/continuous integration process
6We used Atlas.ti software to perform interview coding.
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Table 6.3: List of codes
category code code meaning
dependency tool An automated tool, that facilitates dependency
management
manual A task performance without applying automated
tools
dependencies
dependency main-
tenance
Fixing bugs/vulnerabilities via changing code of a
software project and/or its dependencies
dependency man-
agement
Including/Analyzing/Removing/Testing/Updating
software dependencies and/or manipulating with
their versions via changing configurations of the
project
direct dependen-
cies
Dependencies directly referenced from within the
project
seeking for infor-
mation
Sources of information for dependency selection,
vulnerable dependency identification, dependency
internals, technical explanation about how to fix
dependency problems, dependency characteristics
(e.g., its reputation), supported by community of
developers (e.g., contributors in Github), official
software websites.
transitive depen-
dencies
Dependencies indirectly referenced from within
the project
general topic
functionality Developers are talking about adding/deleting/im-
proving some functionality
requirements Requirements of users of a software project
security Developers are talking about conditions or tasks
related to information security
6.3.2 Evidence from the Interviews
We start analysis of the interview data by examining the popularity of the topics touched
by developers during the interviews. We observe, that the developers in our sample
mentioned more often (hence, more interested in) the following topics: dependency man-
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agement (506 mentions), security (360 mentions), it was a problem (339 mentions), and
bugs (267 mentions). At the same time, the least important topics for them are direct
dependencies (23 mentions), requirements and license issues (38 mentions each), code
analysis tools (47 mentions), and transitive dependencies (66 mentions). This suggests
us, that software developers are aware about the possible issues (including security bugs)
that dependencies may introduce into their projects. On the other hand, the small num-
ber of occurrences of the codes, like direct or transitive dependencies, may signalise that
developers do not consider all the details of the dependency management process:
“That’s our not so well secure approach to the problem. If there’s something
we really know to be broken – we fix it. Otherwise it’s kind of left to itself.”
Then we analyse the codes, that are mentioned together. For this purpose we have
extracted the co-occurrence table of the interview codes [48]: each column and row of
the table corresponds to an interview code, while each cell contains the number of code
co-occurrences. To identify the cells with significantly high number of co-occurrences,
we calculated the mean and standard deviation for the code co-occurrences (µ = 5.95,
σ = 8.41) in the table and highlighted with red the cells, where the number exceeds µ by
at least the value of σ (highlighted if the value in the cell exceeds 14.36).
RQ1: How do security concerns influence developer strategies for selecting
software dependencies to include in their projects?
Table 6.4 shows the fragment of the co-occurrence table for the developers’ perception
category.
Table 6.4: A fragment of the co-occurrence table for the “developers’ perception” category.
C/C++ Java JS Python broken bugs lack
of re-
source
dep
mainte-
nance
dep
mgmnt
seeking
for
info
trans
deps
func-
tionality
security
it was a problem 15 18 27 39 12 23 17 8 62 10 11 15 30
not a problem 2 16 22 30 4 20 3 6 34 5 1 2 29
recommendation 3 4 6 4 0 3 1 2 11 3 4 7 6
The developers consider dependency management process as problematic: they have
mentioned issues during the dependency management process twice more often (62 times),
rather than concluding, that it was not a problem (34 times). This observation remains
stable, when considering developers of each programming language we have studied.
“There are a lot of dependencies in Java, especially the transitive dependencies.
And this is the principal problem – because in Java there’s a building system
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used, like Maven or Gradle. And they bring a lot of transitive dependencies
into your project. In principle, you may have used just 2 dependencies on the
first level, but you end up with 20, 30 or even more indirect dependencies.”
The developers told us their perception about the security topic 2.7 times more often
rather than about functionality (65 vs 24 mentions), which means, they are aware about
security vulnerabilities that may be introduced by dependencies. Considering the devel-
opers’ perception regarding the security code, the developers in our sample have almost
equally treated security as a problem and not as a problem (30 and 29 times respec-
tively). Similar proportion of mentions we observe regarding the code bugs (23 and 20
times respectively).
An unexpected issue regarding software dependencies, that we discovered during the
interviews, was the license issues. We observe, that this issue is important for C/C++
and Java developers of medium and big companies. Surprisingly, JavaScript and Python
developers do not have any concerns regarding the licensing issues of dependencies.
“From our perspective – the dependency issues are not only the security issues,
but also license issues. Because it’s not only for the vulnerabilities of the code,
but also the license issues. In Enterprise, if you sell some software, and inside
your software you have an restricted license, like GPLv3, you could have a lot
of legal issues, because of the owner of the library may discover that and you
may have a lot of legal problems.”
While selecting new dependencies for their software projects, developers look at various
sources of information and take into account several different metrics, such as (i) how well
this dependency is known and used; (ii) how fast library maintainers fix issues; (iii)
understandability of the code of the library:
“First, I am looking for something trustable, that everybody knows.”
“From the security side, the first question for the code – when I see it, I need to
understand it. Because if I do not understand it (and, unfortunately, majority
of libraries are written in this way). So the question – if I understand the
logic. If it is a kind of a “spaghetti code” – this decreases chances for a library
to be used.”
“If I see some bug, that, I think, the developers should have been fixed, but
the bug still remains open for one year, or developers do not respond – this
means, developers do not support the project. And I would have to face the
problems alone.”
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RQ2: How do security concerns influence developer decisions of updating
dependencies versus using the same versions?
The fragment of the co-occurrence table for the issues category is shown in Figure 6.5.
Table 6.5: A fragment of the co-occurrence table for the “issues” category.
dep main-
tenance
dep
mgmnt
direct
deps
seeking
for info
trans
deps
functio-
nality
requirements security
broken 2 15 0 0 2 3 0 3
bugs 8 35 2 15 3 8 3 34
lack of resource 6 24 1 0 0 1 0 15
license issues 0 4 0 3 1 5 0 1
no fix available 9 3 0 2 0 2 0 9
The most important and discussed issue for the developers in our sample were bugs.
Most of mentions of this code we received from the Python developers (29 mentions):
“When we see that a new library has a bug. On the example of our service,
we contact developers, say that there is a bug. They fix it. And we update
version.”
When the developers spoke about bugs, quite often they discussed security bugs or
vulnerabilities (34 mentions):
“Most of the time the most important reason for that is security. Software
sometime some kind of vulnerability and they have a security fix in a later
version. When the customer, they are saying - wow, this software we are using,
they have something like a security fix. They do not care what the security
fix will be. It will be back to the developer to increase the software version to
fix that.”
We observe, that when software is developed for internal usage, developers are more
concerned about functionality, rather than security vulnerabilities:
“Honestly, since we are developing the software for the internal usage, there
is no access for users from outside. So, for the security, for the bugs related
to security, i.e., unauthorized access or something else, we do not have serious
requirements. We do not pay so much attention. We pay attention more to
the stability of operations and solving business tasks.”
Another very important problem for software developers was the lack of resources.
The interview analysis shows, that developers experience it, when they are discussing
dependency management or security topics:
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“. . . Because our project is huge. We tried once, and 1000 tests became down.
To fix it - we just do not have time for that.”
Often, developers mention, that they do not want to upgrade dependencies in their
projects due to the possibility of breaking their projects:
“Developers usually underline in a separate item breaking changes. Some
changes, that are breaking accustomed way of working with this library. If
they are present, then we do not install it. Because the simple update should
not force us to change our code significantly.”
RQ3: Which methods and/or techniques do developers apply, while man-
aging software dependencies?
Figure 6.6 shows the fragment of the co-occurrence table for the ‘process’ category.
Table 6.6: A fragment of the co-occurrence table for the “process” category.
auto-
mation
code
analysis
tool
company
integration
process
dep
tool
manual dep
mainte-
nance
dep
mgmnt
seeking
for info
functio-
nality
requi-
rements
security
automation 0 6 9 10 3 1 15 5 0 0 14
code analysis
tool
6 0 6 3 0 0 5 2 0 0 9
company
integration
process
9 6 0 7 3 1 23 8 6 4 19
dep tool 10 3 7 0 5 3 23 7 2 0 13
manual 3 0 3 2 0 5 10 4 0 0 6
Describing process, the developers paid a lot of attention to dependency management
and security of their company integration process :
“How it works. We have, let’s say, we don’t have any regulations. We have
a rule. Well, not a rule, but general understanding, that packets should be
up-to-date. And this is how we work.”
For the big companies there is a division between third-party libraries and external
FOSS libraries. Usually, the developers of big companies first try to use the internal
libraries:
“. . . when the company is big there are many teams and each of them may
develop some functionality, which you can then just connect.”
The interviewees have mentioned, that they tried to use some dependency analysis
tools. Although sometimes developers mentioned and even recommended us to check
some dependency analysis tools, very often, those tools did not suit their needs:
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“I just don’t use them, because they just do not fit my work flow. It does not
just fit what I need to be doing.”
Hence, we find several cases, when developers complained about the automation part in
respect to both collection of the information regarding software dependencies and creation
of false alerts from the automatic dependency analysis tools:
“I had one and it tend to spamming and I turned it off. For example, reporting
minor vulnerabilities, so I was kind of annoyed of them.”
Regarding the automatic tools, we discovered an interesting correlation: some devel-
opers considered code analysis tools (i.e., static or dynamic analysis tools) to be similar
to dependency analysis tools.
“Python has, at least what I know, two libraries. First is bandit. It follows
for the vulnerabilities in your own project. . . . Second library is called Safety.
It checks for dependencies.”
Several developers even gave us a surprising recommendation to augment the reports
from a code analysis tool (for example, SonarQube) with alerts generated by a code
analysis tool:
“Maybe it’s possible to plug the results of dependency analysis to SonarQube?
So we can use it later on in our continuous integration and we would be able
to do continuous code analysis. It would be cool to have this.”
RQ4: How do developers mitigate bugs and vulnerabilities in dependencies
that do not have fixed versions?
The co-occurrence table for the ‘dependencies’ category is shown in Figure 6.7.
Table 6.7: A fragment of the co-occurrence table for the “dependencies” category.
it was
a prob-
lem
not a
prob-
lem
recommen-
dation
broken bugs lack
of re-
source
automa-
tion
company
integra-
tion
process
dep
tool
functio-
nality
requi-
rements
security
dep main-
tenace
8 6 2 2 8 6 1 1 3 2 0 6
dep
mgmnt
62 34 11 15 35 24 15 23 23 21 9 47
direct deps 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 3
seeking for
info
10 5 3 0 15 0 5 8 7 14 2 19
trans deps 11 1 4 2 3 0 2 0 1 3 0 5
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Besides, the widely mentioned topic of dependency management, several experienced
developers mentioned, that they actually participate in the dependency maintenance pro-
cess, i.e., they actually contribute to the dependencies of their software projects:
“So if we can fix it by ourselves, then we, for sure, fix it and publish it. This
is also one of our rules. An unspoken one.”
However, the developers of small companies do not feel themselves to be skilled enough
to fix security vulnerabilities:
“It’s a crucial fix. If you do not do it properly, then people think that it’s fixed
and maybe you introduce some other bugs and stuff like that. I’d say that it’s
really the last resort if you have to.”
6.4 Analysis summary
Selection of software dependencies:
• While selecting a new dependency, software developers are more concerned about
security, rather than functionality. However, they have mentioned almost equal
number of times potential security issues and functionality bugs as a problem and
not as a problem.
• The developers of each programming languages considered in this study (C/C++,
Java, JavaScript, or Python) treat the dependency management process as a prob-
lem due to7 (i) the potentially introduced security vulnerabilities and bugs, (ii)
lack of resource for proper dependency management, (iii) high number of transitive
dependencies, and the (iv) lack of proper dependency information sources.
• When talking about issues, the C/C++ and Java developers of medium and big
companies concern about licensing issues. They do not select software dependencies
that violate license policies of their companies.
• When selecting new dependencies to include into software projects, developers (i)
consider how well this dependency is known and used; (ii) check the repository of
the software library; (iii) check how fast library maintainers fix issues; (iv) check the
release notes of the library; (v) check if the code of the library is understandable.
7We report the reasons in decreasing order according to the number of mentions.
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Updating software dependencies:
• Software developers in our sample count bugs (including security bugs and vulnera-
bilities) to be the most important issue that motivates them to update dependencies.
• However, security concerns are not important for software developers in case they
are developing software for internal purposes.
• The breaking changes in the dependencies and lack of resources were the main reason
for developers to postpone the update of their dependencies.
Automatic tools for dependency management:
• The developers count currently existing dependency analysis tools being not satis-
factory for their needs, although they are trying to use them.
• Software developers perceive code and dependency analysis tools to be similar. Some
of the developers shared with us their will to have code and dependency analysis
results to be combined together in one report.
Mitigation of bugs and vulnerabilities that do not have fixes:
• Experienced software developers occasionally contribute to their dependencies by
fixing bugs or vulnerabilities, however, the less skilled developers do not feel them-
selves comfortable enough for doing this.
6.5 Threats to Validity
The internal validity of our study may be influenced by the fact, that we recruited soft-
ware developers for our study without using any material rewards, only on the basis of
their interest to the topic. In our study we aimed to receive information from professional
industrial specialist, who have good salaries and solid social allowance. Hence, we could
not think of any better reward for them, than a possibility to improve the development
practice by sharing their experience and to tell us their opinions on their problems. More-
over, very often, the developers were motivated by the fact, that we had already had a
prototype of a tool, that we could use to produce some dependency analysis reports for
their projects. We believe, that this strategy allowed us to receive the especially valuable
feedback from the field specialists, who have appropriate level of knowledge of the topic.
The generalization of the results of our study may be affected by the fact, that we
considered developers of only four programming languages: C/C++, Java, JavaScript,
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and Python. However, according to both the Tiobe index8, which combines data about
search queries from 25 most popular websites of Alexa and the PYPL index9, which uses
Google search queries, these programming languages are the most popular ones. Hence,
we believe, that the experience of developers from our sample can give an intuition of the
developers’ perception of software dependencies.
6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented the results of the qualitative empirical study of the
developers’ perception of software dependencies. For the study we have run 15 semi-
structured interviews, each lasted 30’, with software developers from 15 companies located
in 7 different countries.
To analyse the interviews, the author of this thesis and the other PhD student from the
security research group of the University of Trento independently performed the “coding”
of the interviews, and then they agreed on the resulted set of codes. The final set of codes
was reviewed and approved by their supervisor, not involved into the coding process. This
activity resulted in 25 codes, that were grouped into 6 categories: developers’ perception,
programming language, issues, process, dependencies,and general topic.
We summarise the main findings of our qualitative study as follows:
• The developers are more concerned about security rather than functionality issues,
when selecting and managing software dependencies. On the other hand, developers,
that create projects only for internal use, are not concern about security issues.
• Bugs (including security bugs and vulnerabilities) in software dependencies are the
biggest motivator for software developers to update dependencies of their projects.
While breaking changes and lack of resources are the top reasons to postpone the
adoption of the fixed versions.
• The developers count currently existing dependency analysis tools being not satis-
factory for their needs, although they are trying to use them.
8http://www.tiobe.com/tiobe-index/
9http://pypl.github.io/PYPL.html
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Conclusions and Future Work
This dissertation has shown the way to facilitate the security assessment process of both
own code and third-party components of software projects in industrial context.
For the part connected with the own code we propose Delta-Bench, an automatic
approach for benchmarking static analysis security testing tools. Delta-Bench allows
software developers to select the SAST tool, that works best for their project. To achieve
this purpose, the proposed benchmarking approach uses the set of historical vulnerability
fixes (possibly, extracted from the development history of the project under analysis) to
extract the ground-truth for tool evaluation (Chapter 3).
Regarding the security of third-party components used by software projects, we de-
signed a methodology for extracting third-party components used within the project,
identifying dependencies affected by known vulnerabilities, and post-processing the results
in order to report only the findings relevant to the developers of the analysed projects
(Chapter 4). In this way, we use the information of the known vulnerabilities that affect
FOSS components, to provide the actionable reports for software development companies
to plan the correct allocation of resources for fixing issues coming from the dependencies
of their projects.
The dependency analysis methodology raised the interest of SAP, our industrial part-
ner. To facilitate the dependency analysis, we have developed a tool driven by the ideas
of the proposed methodology. We plan to structure the code of the tool and release it as
an open source project. Research-wise, we also continue our collaboration to extend our
ideas from identification of security issues to their automatic mitigation.
Our empirical study of the FOSS ecosystem allowed us to estimate the levels of techni-
cal debt and leverage in the FOSS projects. Our preliminary analysis of the code develop-
ment process suggests us the possibility to apply the current financial models to estimate
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the risks (and predict) of technical bankruptcy - a situation, when FOSS developers loose
interest in maintaining their software libraries, which may eventually lead projects, that
depend on such libraries, to become exposed to bugs and security vulnerabilities.
As a future work, we may try to adjust the currently existing financial models to
estimate the thresholds for developers to develop new functionality in their projects, to
update dependencies of their projects (i.e., reduce the technical debt), or to abandon
maintenance of their software libraries.
To validate the industrial relevance of the proposed approaches, we have performed an
empirical study, where we interviewed software developers on their perception of software
dependencies. The results of this study have demonstrated, that developers consider code
and dependency analysis processes to be related. Two developers even told us, that they
would like to see the results of the code and dependency analysis to be joined within
one report. We have found, that the interviewed developers are aware of the dependency
analysis tools, however, these tools do not always suit their work flow.
We have presented the results from 15 highly experienced software developers that
work in 15 companies in 7 different countries, which is already a fair number to make some
conclusions. However, we plan to include the opinions of at least 10 more developers to
make the results of the study even more credible. We have recruited additional developers,
while presenting our research at the Java User Group (JUG) meeting in Bolzano as well
as at the JUG meeting and the Speck&Tech event in Trento in February, 2019.
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